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SONG OF THE SPHERES 

by Marie Johndro 

Out from Pluto's nothingness where no thing is revealed, 
Came I unto Neptune, then, where nothing is concealed. 

There in dreams unending passed the idle days, 
Till all mists ascending I learned Uranus ways. 

He, the mighty planner in the cosmic scheme, 
Sent me on my journey, waken'd from the dream. 

On to plane of Saturn, patience great I learned, 
While long years rolled by me, as for light I yearned. 

Slowly from the darkness, onward still I came 
To the bounteous giver - - Jupiter his name. 

Here were countless blessings given unto me; 
From all lack and bondage Jove now set me free. 

Mars, the god of action, gave me strength to do, 
And so I paused with him a while ere choosing paths anew. 

Then Venus in her beauty called in tones of love, 
And showed me pleasant pastures with bluest skies above. 

Fain would I have lingered with Venus all the while, 
To watch the lovelight in her eyes, the wonder of her smile. 

But Mercury soon beckoned and I had all to learn 
About the telling of my life on each star in its turn. 

From Mercury unto the Moon where further knowledge lay-- 
Strange paths were these I passed along upon my starry way. 

By dream and plan and patience and gift of friendly Jove, 
Through winning and through doing, I reached the plane of love. 

With speech and thot by Mercury taught, to that pale orb of night 
Where all the knowledge of all time is gathered in her light, 

I brought my mite of knowing -- however small it be -- 
To reflect it in the Moon's light that all men's eyes may see. 

* * * * * * * * 

So thus at last, the planets passed, my lengthy journey done, 
I am a spark of wisdom -- NOW. A dweller in the Sun. 
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Words but voice "the music of the spheres" in prose and poetry. Even 
their sound (phonetic) sense is often their sound (meaning) sense; as for ex-
ample: Venus "we and us"; Uranus "you ran us"; Saturn "sat (set) you are on" 
-- that is, fixed, immovable, at rest. 

The spiritual Self or Ego (the sun), as a spark of the immortal flame 
we term life, glows, radiates and shines as "I am that I am" - as that which 
you ARE. Part, a small part, of that radiant Self is intercepted by and re-
flected back by the planets to and through you as an earthly or mortal body 
or organism. These reflections constitute your "plan its" the plans Life 
or the Self (sun) has for you in the flesh during your physical pilgrimage. 
These "plan its" (planets) manifest first as words ("In the beginning was the 
WORD, and the Word was made flesh" -- and creates circumstances). Therefore 
know and watch your words and choose them with care. They are the bricks of 
your material structures. Your knowledge or ignorance of their true meanings 
and use becomes respectively the good mortar binding your "plan its" together 
into a "rounded whole" as your planets go their orbital ways, or the bad mor- 
tar that allows your plans to crumble into ruin and dust 	 

Each planet is electrically charged by the bombardment of solar electro-
magnetic waves (light). Each planet oscillates on a definite series of har-
monics of light frequencies; these harmonics being properties of each plan-
et's respective volume, mass and density. Hence different words are associ-
ated with each planet just as a different vibration is associated with the 
different notes of the musical scale 	 

The angular relations of the planets as seen from the sun at the time of 
yoljr birth, define the  association  of their words into the messages of your 
radiant Spirit. The angular relations of the planets as seen from the earth  
at the time of your birth, define the association of their words into mess-
ages telling you, the mortal (earth), how you respond to the Spirit. The 
usual horoscope deals with the latter as defining, from a "practical" or ma-
terialistic standpoint, your word-building into personality and circumstances. 
In psychoanalytic problems, however, both the heliocentric (sun) and geocen-
tric (earth) horoscopes must be consulted; since it is the conflict by con-
trasts between the angles from these two centers that gives rise to the 
knotty problems with which psychologists have to deal. 	But the given plane- 
tary words hold true for both kinds of horoscopes, and those who would better 
understand their true Self need only to set up their horoscope from a helio-
centric ephemeris in order to utilize this dictionary for that purposg7--Es 
the heliocentric angles or aspects between the planets have the same signifi-
cance as like geocentric aspects, and of course the same zodiacal blanks and 
same aspectarian forms can be used for plotting and tabulating your heliocen-
tric horoscope. 

Few words are given to the Sun because few words express the "I am" 	 
Moreover, "I am" all the planets, and more; yet they and their words are all 
of me I can express in the flesh, and I (sun) cannot express all my radiant 
angles short of as many lives as are required to exhaust the total degrees of 
the zodiac and the total possible angles between the planets as a whole 	 
Study the cover design as a key to the proper approach to the Astrological 
Dictionary. 
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The planets' abbreviations following words in the lists mean: (a) That 

the preceding word (and often its derivatives) is "ruled" by the planet in 
whose list it appears, but qualified in detail by the planet or planets whose 
initial follows the word in parenthesis. Examples: Under Mercury is "Gover-
ness (V)", meaning a tutor (Mercury) of the young (V,Venus); under Mercury 
is "Mutter (S)", meaning to speak [Mercury in a very low (Saturnfltone; under 
Mercury is "Subpoena (U,J,S)", meaning a writ (Mercury) commanding (Uranus) 
appearance at court (Jupiter) to testify under oath (Saturn); under Mercury 
is "Typewriter (U,V)", meaning writing (Mercury) machine (Uranus) operated by 
touch (Venus); under Uranus is the word "Waterpower (N)", power (Uranus) de-
veloped by water (Neptune) -- this word could be listed under Neptune as "wa-
terpower (U)", but as water is here only incidental to the objective, power, 
it is more properly listed under Uranus and qualified by Neptune. 	Where a 
word is really compound look for it in both lists, as for the sake of conden-
sation it is seldom repeated under both. 

(b) That the preceding word is ruled entirely by the bracketed planet 
when another meaning of the word is implied. Examples: Under Uranus is "Va- 
riety (N)". 	As a succession of different (Uranus) things this word is ruled 
by Uranus and might be qualified by Jupiter (succession, order), but when by 
variety we mean diversity (difference without order, or an unorderly assort-
ment of many things) it is more a Neptune word, closely connoting the Neptune 
words chaos, confusion. Under Uranus is "transportation(N)". This is a Ura-
nus word when we mean conveyance on land by train, truck, auto (Uranus); but 
it is a Neptune word qualified by Uranus when we mean shipping overseas. 

As you learn to visualize the different natures of the planets by scann-
ing their word lists, you will come to know which planet connotes the differ-
ent meanings that attaches to many.wotds. In this way both students and non-
students can add many words to these lists by studying them carefully in con- 
junction with Webster. 	Words having many different meanings are omitted as 
space would not admit citing the meaning, 

To students of orthodox astrological texts quite a few words will at 
first appear to be wrongly assigned. Where this seems to them to be the case, 
the author invites the student to keep an open mind and suspend judgment, as 
it is proposed to follow this compilation with another treatise that will 
make very clear the reasons for any departures from earlier authorities, as 
well as clarify the principle underlying the assignment of tone and subtone 
natures to each arm of each aspect as cited under "THE ASPECTS", pages 26 to 
34. In fact the author promises the later treatise will be a revelation for 
which the present work clears the way by breaking down prejudices against 
certain sweeping changes in one fundamental astrological concept too long 
accepted by copyists as unquestionably true. 	That objective is the prime 
purpose in issuing The Astrological Dictionary and Self-reading Horoscope me-
thod for testing and proving the soundness of the work to follow - a work 
that will further extend and exemplify the use of this dictionary and inter-
pretative method. 

The limited lists of words follow. That the lists are longest for Sat-
urn and Uranus is partly due to the author's opportunities to check them 
The compilation has revealed, however, that in all probability if the entire 
words of Webster were assigned to the planets (sine Sun), the number of words 
to each planet would bear a very close relation to the respective masses of 
the planets. This would be a significant fact. 



Ablaze(M). Aflame(M) 
Aglow. Absolute. Alive 
Ambition(J). Animate(U) 
Arrogant. Arrogate 
August.Bask.Biology -ic 
Autobiography( Me) 
Beamy(Mo).Birth.Brag(M) 
Bright. Brilliant 
Celebrity(J). Center 
Central.Conceit-ed 
Cohabitation(of woman) 
Conscience -tious(J) 
Dawn.Daylight -time 
Dazzle.Deathless 
Effulgence.Ego-ism 
Egotist -ic.Egomania 
Eminent. Empire. Emanate 
Emperor(J).Empress(J) 
Enliven(U,M).Enthrone(J) 
Eradiate.Eternal -ity 
Everlasting.Exist-ence 
Exalt(J).Exhilarate(V) 
Emblazon. Fame -ous(J) 
Eye.(R.male, L.female) 
Father(heredity sense) 
Flame(M).Forever.Glare 
Gleam-ing.Glisten.Glint 
Glitter.Glory -ify(J) 
Gloria.GlOrious (J) 
Glow.Golden.Grand(J) 
Gorgeous(J).Grandeur(J) 

Album.Alert.Ailment 
Alphabet. Apparent 
Apparition(N).Appear 
Appearance.Aspect 
Artificial lighting 
Argus-eyed. Awake 
Astronomy -er(N) 
Aware.Baker-y(M) 
Badge.Barbecue(M) 
Beacon.Beckon.Beer 
Behold-er.Beamy(Su) 
Betoken.Beverage(N) 
Beware.Binoculars(N) 
Brewery(MNP).Cafe 
Cafeteria(U).Camera 
Candle.Chandelier(M) 
Chart.Cognition 
Cook(MP).Confront 

SUN (Su) 

Halo.Haughty.Hauteur 
Hello. Heliocentric 
Heredity (paternal) 
Honor-ary-able(J) 
I (Self). Illume(Mo) 
Illuminate -ion(Mo) 
Illustrious. Immortal 
Immortalize -ity 
Imperial -ism -ist(J) 
Importance(J),Inspirit 
Incandescence -ent 
Irradiance -ate -ion 
Invigorate -ion(M) 
King(J).Life.Live -ing 
Limelight(Mo.See N pub.) 
Luminary -ant -ous(Mo) 
Luster.Lustrous.Light 
Magnificence -ent(J) 
Majestic(J).Majesty(J) 
Monarch-y(J). Mid-day 
Noon. Nucleus 
Omnipotent. Omniscient 
Omnipresent.Panoramas(M0) 
Overbearing -weening 
Paramount.Preeminent(J) 
President(honorary) 
President(See N,pub,ext.) 
Personify.Queen(J) 
Quintessence.Renown(J) 
Regal(J).Rauiant.Radiate 
Radiance. Refulgence 

MOON (Mo) 

Cohabitation( of men) 
Commonsense.Cupboard 
Conception (also N) 
Consciousness (N) 
Conspicuous (also N) 
Curiosity. Delusion 
Dement-ed(N,P).Denote 
Demonstration(visual) 
Demonstrator. Depict 
Diagram(U).Dial.Diet 
Dietary. Dietetics 
Dine. Dinner. Diner 
Dipsomania(N,P) 
Display. Domestic -ity 
Dissipation(N,P) 
Domicile.Effigy(V) 
Empiricism,Espy 
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Reputation(J).Royal(J) 
Resplendent -ence 
Sagacity. Sagacious 
Sage.Savant.Sapience 
Scintillate.Sheen(Mo) 
Self (spiritual sense) 
See-ing(Mo). Shine 
Self-evident (Mo) 
Self-interest (true) 
Shimmer(U).Shining 
Significance (prime) 
Sight(Mo).Splendid(J) 
Sparkle.Splendor(J) 
Spirit. Sunflower 
Sunburn.Sublime -ity 
Sunday.Sun stroke 
Sunny. Supercilious 
Superb.Superior(J) 
Supreme.Supremacy(J) 
Sovereign-ty(J) 
Throne(J).Toplofty 
Torrid(M).Uppish(J) 
Undying. Unending 
Unerring. Vaunt(M) 
Vainglorious (JN) 
Vital-ly -ism 
Vitalize. Vitalism 
Vigor-ous(M).Vive 
Vivify(U). Wise-ly 
Wisdom (innate) 

Evening.Evident 
Evidence (visual) 
Examine (by sight) 
Exhibit -ion (also N) 
Eye (l.male, r.female) 
Face. Facing. Family 
Fac-simile(V).Fecund 
Fecundity. Female 
Fertile -ity.Firefly 
Flag (to signal) 
Fluorescence (NUV) 
Food (in gen,).Focus 
Front-age.Fructify 
Gastric. Gastronomy 
Gaudiness(V). Gaze 
Germinate.Gestation 
Glance.Glasses(N) 



Glimpse.Glimmer(U) 
Gloss-y(V).Glow-worm(P) 
Glutton.Goggle-s(N) 
Gourmand. Gormandize 
Graphic.Grocer-y 
Groceries.Gynecology 
Hatch.Habitation(S) 
Hallu cination(N) 
Home.Honeymoon(V) 
Horizon.Host-ess 
Horoscope(the chart) 
Hotel. Household 
Identification 
Ideograph. Image 
Illumination(Su) 
Illusion-ist(N) 
Illustrate -ion -ive 
Illustrator (UV) 
Imagery.Imbibe -or 
Indicate-or -ion 
Indicative. In.Inspect 
Insane -ity(Me,N,P) 
Insomnia. Inspection 
Inspector. Instance 
Introduce(Me,V) 
Introduction(ME,V) 
Intemperance (N,P) 
Kaleidoscope(N).Ken 
Know-ledge(byobservation) 
Kitchen(M).Kodak(N) 
Landlord(S).Landscape(S) 
Lantern.Larva(V).Lens(N) 
Lighthouse. Lithograph 
Lodge -ing(S).Lookout 
Look.Loony.Luminous(Su) 
Luminosity.Lunacy(P) 
Lunch.Luncheon -room 
Manifest-ation.Mania(N) 
Map.Matron.Meal.Menu 
Marriage(conjugality) 
Menses.Menstrual 
Metaphor(Me,U).Mirage 
Microscope(NP).Mirror 
Miniature(V).Monday 
Monocle(N).Moonshine 
Mood.Moonshiner(NPM) 
Moonstone(S).Moony 
Moonstruck,Nasal 
Mother( heredity) 
Mistress (Mrs.).Night 
Nightmare(PNS).Nose 
Nocturnal. Nostril 
Notice (to observe) 
Notice(Me).write,sign 

MOON (Mo) (cont.) 
Noticeable.Notation(Me) 
Nuptial (V,mating) 
Nuptial(S,bond,Ceremony 
Nuture(V).Nutrition(VJ) 
Observe -or -able 
Observation-al.Obvious 
Observatory(N).0cular 
Obstetrics(n).0gle(V) 
Oculist.Omen(N) 
Ophthalmia(M).Optic 
Ophthalmology(P) 
Ophthalmoscope(S) 
Opsiometer(SN).Optician 
Opera-glass(V). Optical 
Optology(N).Optometry (N) 
Ostensible.Owl.Owlish 
Ostentation(N,J,V,P) 
Palpable.Panorama(Su) 
Pantograph(U).Pantry 
Pantomime(SV andM or U) 
Pedantry(Me).Perceive 
Peep.Perception(Me,N) 
Phase.Periscope(NP) 
Perspective.Phantasy(N) 
Phantom(N).Photo-graph 
Phosphorescent(P) 
Photography -er(Me,V) 
Physiognomy. Picture 
Pictorial. Placard 
Portrait(V).Portray(V) 
Poster.Preface(Me) 
Profile.Prognosis(N) 
Probability(N).Prospect 
Prospector (N,U,S,J) 
Prospectus (Me) 
Publican.Quaff(N) 
Quest(U).Radiograph(U) 
Reappearance(N) 
Read -er -able(Me) 
Recognition(by sight) 
Reconnaissance 
Reconnoiter (U,M) 
Reflection (of light) 
Reflector (of light) 
Regard (observe) 
Regardful (observing) 
Repast. Replica(V) 
Representation(show) 
Resemblance(V) 
Reside -ence (home) 
Residential(S) 
Restaurant(V) 
Retina(N), Review 
Reveal (to sight) 
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§4V5k TibleAsm 
Tavern. Telescope(N) 
Tide. Token. Torch 
Topography(SNU). View 
Umbilical. Vigil-ant 
Visage. Visible-ility 
Vis-a-vis(V). Vista 
Vision(N). Victuals 
Wake-n. Watch-ful 
Watchman. Wife 
Witness (Me). Whisky(NP) 
Woman (married, mother) 

Revision(UJ).Saloon 
Rouse (to awaken) 

) Sandwich. Sauce(M) 
Saw (past of see) 
Scan-ning. Scene  
Scenario (Me,V,M,N) 
Scenographic 
Scenography(V) 
Scenery. Scenic 
Sentry(M). Scout(M) 
Scrutinize. Scrutiny 
Seal (sign or mark) 
Search-er (alsoU) 
Searchlight. See 
Seeing (looking at) 
Seem. Seeming(N) 
Seen. Semaphore 
Selfconscious (of 
appearance, etc. See S) 
Semblance (image) 
Sense (common sense) 
Sentinel. Sentry(M) 
Show-y(V). Sight 
Sightseer. Sign(Me) 
Signal. Signify 
Signification 
Signboard. Signpost 
Silhouette(S) 
Sketch(U). Sleepless 
Snapshot. Soup 
Spectacle. Spectator 
Spectacles(N) 
Spook(N). Speculum 
Spotlight. Spouse 
Spree(N,P). Sprout 
Spy(NP). Spyglass(N) 
Squint(S). Steward 
Stereoscope (NS) 
Stereoptican(NS) 
Superficial(also N) 
Supper. Surface (N) 
Surveillance. 
Survey -or(US). Symbol 



Academy(S).Accost 
Account(JS).Acumen 
Acknowledge-ment 
Acoustics.Acquaint 
Address-ograph 
Admonish(V).Adroit 
Advice.Affidavit(S) 
Advise.Affirm -at ion 
Alderman(J).Annonnce 
Allege.Allegation 
Announcer. Apprize 
Apprentice -ship(V) 
Annunciate.Argue(M) 
Articulate.Author 
Assert -ion.Axiom 
Autograph.Ask 
Autobiography( Su) 
Avouch.Avowal 
Behest(U).Bidding(U) 
Beseech(V).Bills 
Bicker. Biography 
Biographer. Book 
Blank verse(V) 
Bluster(M).Bosh(P) 
Breathe.Brain 
Breeze. Cablegram 
Catechism.Calculate 
Cerebrum.Certify(J) 
Certificate(J).Chat 
Cheque(J).Clerical 
Circumlocution(V) 
Cite.Classmate(V) 
Cogitate.Columnist 
Comment -or -ary 
Committeeman. Compute 
Communicate -ion 
Composition 
Comprehension -ible 
Confab. Conference 
Consult.Confession(N) 
Consider(S).Construe 
Contemplation(S) 
Controversy (M,U) 
Converse -ant.Copy 
Conversation -al 
Copyist.Copyright(J) 
Correspond -ence -ent 
Coupon.Courier(U) 
Covenant(S,J) 
Debate -able(M,U) 
Declaim. Declare 
Declaration. Deem 
Deduce.Deduction 
Define.Definition 

MERCURY (Me) 

Delegate.Delegation 
Delineate -or -ion 
Deponent. Describe 
Desk.Dialogue 
Diary(J,S).Dictum 
Diction.Didactic 
Dictograph(U).Discuss 
Disciple.Discourse 
Dissertation 
Dissuade(V).Dumb(S) 
Document -ary.Ear(S) 
Edict.Educate -or 
Elocution. Eloquent 
Enumerate. Enunciate 
Enlighten(N).Epic(M) 
Envelope(S).Epilepsy 
Epistle.Epitaph(S) 
Excerpt. Errand. Essay 
Explain. Explanation 
Expostulate. Expound 
Express.Fabricate 
Fable(N). Ficton(N) 
Figures.Fluent 
Forehead.Forgery(M) 
Freshman(V).Gabble(P) 
Gasp(U).Garrulity(P) 
Glib. Goiter. Gossip 
Governess(V) 
Graphology.Harangue 
Harelip.Hayfever(M) 
Headline. Heckle(M) 
Hearsay.Hear(S).Hello 
Herald.Hiccough(U) 
Hint. Idea.Ignorant(S) 
Idiot(P),Idiom-atic 
Imply.Infer-ence 
Indorsement(J),Inhale 
Indoctrinate. Inkling 
Inform -ation -ant 
Inquire -y.Inscribe 
Inquisitive(U) 
Intellect -ual -igence 
Interlocutory(U) 
Interpretation(N) 
Interview(Mo) -er 
Instruct -ion -or 
Investigate-or(U,NP) 
Jabber(U,P).Journalist 
Judgment (opinion) 
Know -ing(Mo).Knowledge 
Language.Laryngitis(M) 
Larynx (V).Learn -ed 
Lecture -r.Legible 
Letter. Lesson. Libel 
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Libretto(V).Linguist 
Lisp.Literary -ature 
Logic -ian.Lyceum(S) 
Loquacious(N,P).Lore(S) 
Mathematics. Megaphone 
Mail. Manuscript 
Memoir(S).Memory(S) 
Memorandum. Mention 
Mentor(N).Mental-ity 
Message. Messenger 
Microphone(U).Missive 
Mimeograph(S,U).Mind 
Misinterpretation(U) 
Monkey. Monograph. Nag 
Monologue(S).Mumble(S) 
Murmur(S).Mutter(S) 
Name -ly.Narrate -or 
Nervous(U).Neuralgia(S) 
Notify.Notion.Novel(N) 
Novelist(U,N or P) 
Numbers.Numerate(S) 
Opinion.Oral.Oration 
Orator.Outspoken(M,N) 
Paper-s.Paraphrase(U) 
Paragraph•(S).Parley 
Pamphlet. Parlance 
Pedagogue(S).Pen-man 
Perjury(M,S,N) 
Periodical(S).Perusal 
Perspicacity(M,N) 
Persuade(V).Petition 
Phonetic(V).Plea-d 
Philosophic(Mo) -y(Su) 
Postman -master(U) 
Postoffice(U).Preach(J) 
Plagarist(N).Proclaim 
Profess.Pronounce.Prose 
Proverb.Postscript.Primer 
Postulate. Preceptor 
Preface.Preamble.Pupil(V) 
Quibble(V).Query.Question 
Quicksilver(U).Quotation 
Raconteur. Rational-ism-ist 
Ratiocination.Read-er(Mo) 
Reason-er-able.Recite-al 
Reassert.Receipt.Reckon 
Recollect(S).Reflect(S) 
Rehearsal. Reiteration 
Rejoinder. Remark. Relate 
Reminder(S).Rhetoric 
Repartee(V).Reply.Report-er 
Resound.Respond-ent.Rumor 
Respiration. Sane. Sanity 
Sarcasm(M).Say-ing.School 
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Scholar. Schoolmaster. Scribe 
Secretary.Scribble.Slang(P) 
Seminary. Script. Signature 
Shorthand(S).Slander(P) 
Sneeze(M).Snore.Speak-er 
Soliloquy(S).Speech-maker 
Speechless(S).Spokesman 
Stammer.Sophism.Sound 
Statement. Stenographer 
Stationery.Stipulate.Story.  
Student.Study.Stutter(S) 
Subscribe.Subpoena(U,J,S) 
Suffocate(S).Strangle(S) 
Suggest.Symposium(U) 
Synopsis(S).Tale.Talk-er 
Tattle(N).Taught.Teach -er 
Telegram.Telegraph(U) 
Telephone(U). Tell -er 
Telltale(N).Testement(S) 
Testimony.Testify.Theory(N) 
Thesis.Think -er.Thought 
Thougntreading(N).Throat(V) 
Tidings.Tissuepaper(N) 

Told.Tongue.Topic.Trainer 
Transcribe(U).Transcript 
Translate(U).Treatise 
Trignometry(plane)(M) 
Trigonometry(spherical)(U) 
Tuition.Tutor.Typist(VU) 
Typewriter(V,U).Undersign 
Understand. Understanding 
Understudy(S).Utter -ance 
Veracity(J).Verbal -ly 
Verbatim.Verbosity(N) 
Ventriloquism -ist(U) 
Viva Voce.Vocal.Voice 
Vocabulary.Voiceless(S) 
Volubility(N).Voucher(S) 
Wednesday.Wheeze(S) 
Whisper(S).Wit -ty(V) 
Witless(S).Wind-y(mild) 
Whooping cough(M).Windpipe 
Word.Wordy(N).Wordless(S) 
Write.Writcr.Writing 
Written.Writ(J).Yellow 

Abloom.Abluent 
Abreast.Accede(J) 
Accept -ance 
Accompany -ist 
Accord.Accordion 
Acquiesce.Adapt 
Adequacy.Adjust 
Admire -ation 
Admission -ible 
Adolescence.Adore 
Adorable. Adulation 
Aestheticism(N) 
Affable.Affection 
Agree -ment.Akin.  
Allure(N).Amateur 
Amative(M).Amity 
Ambassador(J) 
Amiable.Amenity 
Amuse -ment.Appeal 
Analogous.Analogy 
Applause(J).Apnease 
Approve.Aptitude 
Arm.Armistice.Art 
Aroma.Arbitrate 
Artful.Artist -ic 
Assent.Associate 
Assonance.Assuage 
Attire.Attune(N) 
Allow-ance. Alms (P) 

VENUS (V) 

Attract 	-ion -ive 
Baby. Ballad. Ballet 
Balm.Banjo.Band 
Bard.Baritone(J) 
Ball Game(S,U) 
Eathe(N).Beauty 
Beautiful -fy 
Becalm. Befriend 
Beseech(Me).Belle 
Beloved.Bestow 
Betroth.Billiken 
Bland.Blarney(Me) 
Bleed(M).Blood(E.) 
Blend(M).Blithe(N) 
Bliss(Edenic) 
Bloom.Blossom.Blue 
Blush.Bonhomie(J) 
Bonbon. Bonny. Bosom 
Boudoir. Bouquet 
Boy. Bracelet. Bribe 
Brethren. Brother 
Bride-groom.Brooch 
Broom(M).Brush(M) 
Bud-dy.Bust.Buy(S) 
Butter.Cabaret(ilo) 
Caddie.Cajole.Calf 
Calm. Cameo.Candy 
Canto-r(S). Caress 

Carol.Caper(U).Cater 
Cerebellum.Chant(S) 
Cheer-y.Cherub.Chic 
Child-ren.Chimes 
Chit-chat.Ohord 
Chorus(N).Chromatic 
Choice (preference) 
Clarinet.Clean -er 
Clown(S).Coax.Coat 
Coddle.Color.Comedy 
Coincidence (in kind) 
Comedian. Comfort 
Comic -al.Companion -y 
Compatible.Compose -r 
Compliance.Comrade 
Concede.Concert.Concord 
Concerned. Conciliate 
Concur.Confection -er 
Conform. Congruity. Consent 
Consensus.Congratulate 
Consolation.Consort.Coquet 
Consonance.Content.Cordial 
Convalescence. Consistency 
Copper. Correlate 
Cosmetics.Cosy.Couple -t 
Court(love)Courtesan(J,P) 
Courteous.Cousin.Coy 
Cuddle.Cure(J).Craft(art) 



Craft(art).Crony.Curve 
Cushion(S).Dainty.Damsel 
Dance(UN).Dandy.Darling 
Daughter.Dear-y.Debutant 
Delicacy(N).Delicious 
Delight.Dentifrice(S) 
Desire(N).Desirable(J) 
Devote -e -d.Dexterity(U) 
Diamond(J).Dimple.Ditto 
Dilettante.Diplomacy -mat 
Disarm -ament.Ditty.Diva 
Diversion(U).Docile.Doe(U) 
Doll. Dollar. Donate. Donee 
Donor(J).Dove-tail.Downy 
Drama -tine -tic.Dress 
Drawingroom.Drole(S).Dude 
Ductile.Duet.Duplicate 
Earring.Ease.Easily.Easel 
Eclair.Eclat.Eden.Egg 
Effeminate.Elation(N).Elf 
Elegance(J).Elicit.Embrace 
Embroidery.Emerald(M) 
Emotion(UN).Emulate.Enjoy 
Enamel.Enamor.Endear -ment 
Endow -ment(J).Engraver(M) 
Engage-ment.Entertainment 
Entreaty. Enough. Epicure 
Epigram(Me).Escapade(U) 
Eugenics(J).Equality 
Euphonic.Equity(J).Excuse 
Exult(N).Facile.Facilitate 
Fad.Fain.Fancy(N).Farce(P) 
Fair(comely).Familiar -ity 
Fantasia(N).Favor -ite.Feel 
Fastidious.Feeling(touch) 
Felicitate.Felicity,Filly 
Fellow -ship.Feminine 
Festive -ity.Festoon.Fete 
Fiance -e.Fine(J).Finery-
Finesse.Finger.Fit -ting 
Flattery(N).Flexibility(N) 
Flavor.Flirt -ation(N) 
Floral.Florist.Flower.Fond 
Fondle.Forgive.Fragrance 
Fraternity. Fresco. Friday 
Frill.Friend -ship -ly 
Fringe.Frolic(U).Frock 
Fun -ny.Gay.Gaiety.Gala 
Gambol(U).Game.Garment 
Garnish.Gem.Genial.Gift -ed 
Gentility.Gentle-woman 
Gild.Gilt.Girl.Glad.Glee 
Glamour(N).Glide(U).Gown 
Gourmet(Mo).Glove.Grace 
Gracious.Grandchild(U) 
Grant.Gratification 
Gratis.Gratitude.Gratuity 

VENUS (V) (cont.) 
Greeting.Grin.Guest.Guild 
Guitar.Gullet.Haberdasher.  
Halcyon.Hand -y.Handicraft 
Handkerchief. Handsome 
Happy -mess. Harp -ist 
Harlequin(S).Hat -ter(Me) 
Harmony - is -ize -ious 
Hemorrhage.Heal.Hobby 
Hibernia.Holiday.Hue 
Homologous.Homonyt(U) 
Homogeneous. Honey 
Honeymoon(Mo).Humor -ist 
Horticulture.Hospitable 
Hospitality. Identical 
Imitate(N). Imitation(N) 
Immaculate. Immature 
Implore. Impersonate(NM) 
Inbreed,Incest.Interest 
Indulgent. Ingratiate 
Innocence. Inoffensive 
Intercede. Interesting 
Intermediary. Intimacy 
Intervention(mediation) 
Intwine.Invite -ation 
Irish(M). Jewel -er -ry 
Jest -er.Jocular.Joke -r 
Joy -ful -ous.June 
Junior.Juvenile,Jury 
Keepsake,Kin.Kind -ness 
Lace.Lacquer.Lactation 
Lad.Laddie.Lady-ship(J) 
Lapidary(M).Lass.Laugh 
Laughter.Lavish(J) 
Lax(P).Lazy(P).Leisure 
Leniency.Levity70—  
Like -ly -ness.Lilt(N) 
Limerick(P).Liniment 
Lips.Locket.Love -ly 
Loving.Lovable.Lover  
Lounge-lizard.Lullaby 
Luxury -ious.Lyric -ist 
Mademoiselle. Maid -en 
Malleable.Mandolin 
Manicure.Marry.Mate 
Masquerade -r(S) 
Matchmaker. Matinee 
Mattress(S).Mediate 
Mediator.Mellow(N) 
Merry.Member.Mild 
Milk.Milksop.Milliner 
Mingle.Mimic -ry 
Minor.Minuet(UN) 
Mirth.Miss.Mitigate 
Mitten(S).Modiste(J) 
Molasses(S).Mollify 
Mollycoddle. Mouth 
Mumps(M),Music -al -e 
Musician.Mutuality(N) 
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Naive.Naivete.Namesake 
Nape.Napery,Napkin 
Narcissus.Nasturtium 
Neat. Natty. Necklace 
Nec::.Nectar.Nectarine 
Negligee.Negotiate 
Negotiator.Neigilbor -ly 
Neighborhood(S) 
Nephew.Nelt.Nestle(S) 
Nibble.Nickname(U,P) 
Nice -ly.Niece.Nigh(S) 
Nipple.Nobby.Nocturne 
Nod(Me).Normal -cy 
Nosegay.Ninepins(S,U) 
Nursling.Nursery 
Oblige(S).Obsequious 
Ode, Offer. Offspring. 
Ogle.Ointment 
Olive.Olympic(M) 
Omelet. Onyx(S) 
Opal.Opaline 
Opera.Operatic 
Operetta.Opobalsam 
Option -al(U) 
Opus.Orator(S) 
Orchard. Orchestra 
Orchestration 
Orchid(N).Organ(N) 
Organist(N).Oriole 
Ornament. Ornately 
Ornate.Orphan(P) 
Osculate.Oval 
Overtones. Overture 
Ox -en.Oxygen 
Pacific -ist.Pacify. 
Pact.Pad -ding 
Paean(J),Page -ant 
Paint -er -ing.Pair 
Pair-off.Pal.Palate 
Palatable. Palette 
Palm -etto.Palliate 
Palliative. Palm -ist 
Pamper.Panacea(N) 
Pander.Pansy.Pap 
Paradise(N),Par 
Parade(U,M).Parity 
Paraphernalia 
Parathyroid. Parallel 
Parasol(S).Parcel(US) 
Parlor(J).Parody(U,P) 
Parrot(Me).Partake 
Party(social,etc) 
Passion Play(U) 
PaY(J).Payee.Peace 

VENUS (V) (cont.) 

Password(U).Pastel 
Pastime(S).Pastry 
Pat.Patron -age(J) 
Patronize(J).Pawn(S) 
PeacefulI4acemaker 
Peach.Pearl(N) 
Penchant. Pendant 
Perfume.Permit 
Permission.Pet 
Perquisite.Persuasion 
Pertain. Pertinent 
Piano.Pianist.Picnic 
Pigment.Pillow 
Pinafore(S).Platonic 
Placable.Placid.Play 
Plastic.Player -ful 
Playwrite(U,Me) 
Plausible(N).Plea 
Please. Pleasant -ry 
Poem.Poet -ry.Polish 
Poise(S).Pcpular -ize 
Pose,Postage.Posy 
Potato.Pout -er 
Preference. Pretty 
Pregnancy(Mo).Proffer 
Prima Donna. Progeny 
Primrose. Propensity 
Propinquity(S) 
Propitiate.Proposal 
Promenade(U).Puberty 
Protocol(S).Pun -ster 
Pulchritude.Purr(Me) 
Qualify(J).Quinsy(M) 
Rarebit.Rather 
Readily.Receive 
Reception.Recess 
Recipient.Reciprocate 
Reciprocity. Reconcile 
REconciable.Regale 
Recreation(amusement) 
Redolent. Refine -ment 
Refinery.Refit 
Refreshment.Regards(J) 
Rejoice.Related -ion 
Relax(N).Relent 
Relief(J).Relish 
Remedy(J).Remit(U) 
Repartee(Me).Repay(J) 
Repertoire.Replica 
Repose.Representative 
Request(U).Resemble(Mo) 

Restful.Retouch 
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Reunite(S).Revel(M) 
Rhyme.Ribbon.Roe (U) 
Risibility.Rollick(M) 
Romp(U).Rundeau.Rose 
Rosily.Rosy.Roseate 
Rosette.Roundelay 
Rouge.Ruby(M).Ring 
Sachet.Salaam 
Saliva.Salon.Sale(U) 
Salesman(U).Salve 
Sapling.Sapphire 
Sample.Satiate -able 
Sameness.Saunter(U) 
Satisfaction. Savor 
Savoir Faire.Scab(S) 
Scarf.Score(music) 
Sculpture(M,S).Sedate 
Sculptor(M,S).Sedative 
Seamstress(M).Select 
Sentiment(N).Serene 
Serenade. Shapely 
Shawl(S).Shirt(S) 
Shoulder-strap 
Sightly(Mo).Similar 
Simile(U).Sinecure 
Simper(S).Sing.Singer 
Singsong(S).Sister 
Sister-in-law(U) 
Skit.Shivaree(U,M) 
Sleek.Sleeve.Slick 
Smirk.Shamrock 
Smile.Snuggle(S) 
Smooth. Similitude 
Smug. Soap. Social -ize 
Sociability. Society 
Sociology. Sobriquet 
Sofa. Soft. Soften. 
Softly.Solace.Solo(S) 
Soloist. Solicit -ous 
Solicitation. Song 
Solitaire(S).Songster 
Sonata.Sonnet.Soothe 
Sonorous. Soprano 
Sorority:Soubrette 
Souvenir. Spangle 
Spurt(U).Stanza 
Statuary.Stipend(J) 
Stroll(U).Strum(M) 
Studio. Stunning 
Suave. Succulent 
Sugar -y.Suckling 
Seckle.Suffice 
Sufficiency. Suit 

VENUS (V) (cont.) 

Suitability. Suitor 
Supplicant. Swain 
Supplication(S) 
Surprise party(U) 
Sweet -en. Sweetmeat 
Sweetheart. Syrup 
Symmetry -ical 
Symphony. Symphonic 
Syncopate -ion(S) 
Syncretism(U) 
Synonym. Tact-ful 
Tactual.Taffeta 
Taffy.Tally.Tame 
Tamable.Tango 
Tapestry. Tassel 
Taste -y.Tatting 
Tautology(U).Team 
Teamwork.Tease(M) 
Teat. Tantamount 
Technique.Tempting 
Tender -ness -ly 
Tenderfoot. Tenor 
Tenderloin(N.Y.C) 
Tennis(U,S).Thanks 
Theater. Theatrical 
Thimble(S).Thorax 
Thrill(U,N).Thumb 
Thymus.Ticket.Tidy 
Tickle.Tie(neck) 
Tie (in score). Tint 
Tincture.Tinkle(M) 
Tinsel(P).Tid-bit 
Titivate.Titter(S) 
Together.Toggery 
Tone.Tonic.Tonsil 
Toothsome.Touch-ing 
Toy.Two(likes).Twin 
Towel. Tractability 
Tranquility. Treat 
Treaty. Treatment 
Tress.Trim.Trinket 
Triplet. Trombone 
Troth. Trousseau 
Truce.Truant(U) 
Tryst.Tune(N).Tunic 
Tuningfork.Twain 
Turquoise(N).Twice 
Twostep(U).Twiddle(U) 
Uninured.Unison 
Unquestioned. Urchin 
Unruffled.Usher(U) 
Unsophistication 
Upbringing.Upholster 
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Utilitarianism 
Vacation. Valet. Valise 
Vanilla.Valentine 
Varnish.Vase.Vein 
Vaudeville. Velvet 
Veneer.Versatile(U) 
Verse.Versify.Viand 
Vignette. Village 
Vineyard.Vimous 
Visit -or.Vivacious(U) 
Vocalist.Voluntary(U) 

VENUS (V) (cont.) 	 10 

Vulnerable(N).Wafer 
Warble.Wed -ding.We. 
"We and us" (Ve-und-us) 
Welcome. Wheedle 
Wine.Winning(charm) 
Winsome.Woo.Wooer 
Wooing.Yes. Yes-man 
Young.Youth.Yield 
Yam(S).Young men 
Young women.Zest 

Abrasion.Accent 
Accident.Achieve 
Acrimony.Action(U) 
Acrobat.Actor(N)' 
Actress(N).Acute 
Adult.Afflict 
Affray.Aggravate 
Aggressor -ive.Agile 
Agitate(U).Alarm 
Amputate.Angle(acute) 
Anger. Antagonism 
Annoy.Ardor.Army 
Argument(Me).Armor 
Arsenal. Arson. Assail 
Assault.Assassin(P) 
Astil%(U).Athlete 
Attack.Audacious 
Axe.Barb.Barber(Me) 
Battle. Battalion 
Bayonet. Behavior 
Bellicose.Bellow 
Belligerent.Bire 
Blare. Blatant. Blaze 
Bluster.Boil.Bolo 
Boisterous.Bold.Bore 
Bother.Bout.Box -er 
Brave -ry.BraPT.Brawn 
Brazen.Brigade.Bully 
Brigand(P).Burglar(P) 
Burn -ing.Butcher 
Cadet(V).Carnage 
Calisthenics(N).Carve 
Caatankerous.Chafe 
Cauterize.Cavalry(U) 
Challenge.Chip.Chisel 
Churn.Choleric.Clamor 
Clank.Clatter.Clash 
Cleave.Combat -ant 
Conflagration. Cut 

MARS (M) 

Conflict.Conquer -or 
Conquest.Contend 
Contest.Construct(S) 
Controversy.Courage 
Crimson.Cross.Cursory 
Cutlass.Cutlery.Dare 
Daring.Dagger.Dart 
Danger -ous.Dauntlass 
Deface. Decapitate 
Deed(act).Defend -er 
Defense.Deflect.Defy 
Desperate.Despoil(P) 
Destructive(P).Devour 
Din.Dirk.Disagree(U) 
Discord.Disfigure 
Dismember.Dispute(Me) 
Dissension. Dissever 
Disturb -ance.Do -ing 
Doughty. Eager. Edge 
Effort. Effrontery 
Embolden. Embroil 
Emergency.Encounter 
Encourage(N).Energy(U) 
Endanger.Endeavour(U) 
Endurance(S).Event 
Enrage.Etch.Engrave(V) 
Exaggerate(N).Excision 
Exasperate.Exercise 
Execute -ive.Excite 
Exertion.Expedite(U) 
Fang.Fearless.Febrile 
Ferment.Ferocity.Fever 
Ferrous.Feud(S).Feat 
Fervent. Fierce. Fiery 
Fight -er.Fire-brigade 
Firebug(P).FIStic.File 
Filch(P).Flick.Florid 
Fluster. Force. Forge 
Fork.Forgery(Me).Fray 

Fought.Fracas.Fragment 
Fractious.Fret.Fury 
Friction. Frizzle. Fuss 
Furnace.Gaff.Gall -LILT 
Gallant(j).Garrison 
Gash.Gastritis.Gnaw 
General. Geometry(plane) 
Gladiator.Goad.Gory 
Gothic.Gridiron.Guard 
Guillotine. Gymnastics 
Happen.Harakiri.Harsh 
Hardihood.Hardware(S) 
Haste(U).Hatchet.Heat 
Hart(U).Headlong 
Hearten. Heartburn 
Headsman. Hector. Hearth 
heedless.helmet.Hero -ic 
Herculean. Homicide 
Hostility.Hot-head 
Histrionic(N).Hurt 
Igneous.Ignite.Impale 
Imaatient.Impetuous 
Implement. Impudent 
Impulsive. Incendiary 
Incense. Incur. Incision 
Incinerate. Incite 
Indignation.Inflict 
Incommode. Indiscreet 
Infantry.Infiame 
Infuriate.Inharmony(U) 
Injury. Injudicious 
Instigate(U),Intrepid 
invade. Invigorate 
Invincible.Irascible 
Ire.Iron -y.Irritate 
Itch.Jangle.Jerk.joust 
Junker.Keen.Kettle 
Kindle. Knife. Laceration 
Lance. Larceny. Liver 



Loud. Lusty. Mad. Manly 
Manslaughter. Mangle 
Mar.Manipulate.Martial 
Massacre(P).Massage 
Measles.Mechank(U) 
Melee.Melt.Menace.Might 
Militant.Military 
Missile.Molest.Monitor 
Muscle.Mustard.Murder 
Mutilate.Mutinous(U) 
Nall.Yeedle.Negligence 
Nephritis.Nettle.Nick 
Noise -y.Notch.Offend 
Obstetrician. Occurrence 
Obstreperous. Offense 
Onion(N).Onslaught 
Onset.Operation -ive 
Opponent.Outcry.Oven 
Pare. Parry. Participate 
Part(portion).Pencil 
Patriotism(N).Pepper 
Penetrate. Perforate 
Pepsin.Perform -ance 
Perforce.Permeate(N). 
Perpetrate. Perturb 
Pester.Pike.Pierce 
Pink.Physique.Pluck 
Point -ed.Police(J).Probe 
Program(N).Prong.Provoke 
Predatory(P).Practice(V) 
Prowess.Pugilist.Puncture 
Pugnacity.Quarrel.Quick 
Rub.Ruby.Ruddy.Ruction 

Abound. Abundance  
Accession(V).Account(Me) 
Acclamation(V).Accrue 
Accommodatinn(V) 
Accurate.Accumulate(S) 
Accuse(U).Accustom -ed 
Achieve.Acquire 
Acquisition.Adjudged 
Adjudicate -or 
Adipose. Administer 
Administrator -ion 
Admirable(excellent) 
Advantage.Advocate(V) 
Afford.Affluence 
Ambition(wealth-honor) 
Amend -s.Ample. -ify 
Alimony(U,V).Amass(S) 
Ambassador(V).Amply 

MARS (M) (cont.) 

Racket.Rage.RAdiator(N) 
Rapier.Raillery(V).Rancor 
Rankle.Rapacious.Rapine 
Rash. Rasp. Rattle. Rave 
Rampage(U).Razor.Reckless 
Reap(cut).Red.Recruit(M) 
Redoubtable. Regiment 
Reinforce.Rend.Rekindle 
Resent(S).Rive.Rivet 
Roar.Roast.Robber(P) 
Robust.Roman.Rouse.Rowdy 
Rumpus.Saber.Sanguine 
Sarcasm(Me).Saw -yer 
Scald(N).Scalpel.Scar 
Scarlet-fever.Scathe 
Scissors.Scold.Satire(P) 
Scour. Scorch. Scrape 
Scratch.Scream.Scuffle 
Scythe.Sedition(P).Sear 
Seethe. Sergeant. Sentry 
Sever. Shatter. Sharp 
Shear.Shield.Shoot.Shout 
Shrill. Sinew. Singe 
Skirmish.Slant.Slaughter 
Slash.Slice.Sliver 
Snag. Snappish. Snip. Spear 
Soldier.Spike.Split.Spur.  
Spunky.Squabble.Squeak 
Squadron(N).Squeal.Stab 
Stage(N).Stalwart.Stake 
Staunch. Stamina. Steal 
Steel.Stencil.Stew(N) 

JUPITER (J) 

Ameliorate.Aggrandize 
Analysis -ze -st(U) 
Angle(right).Aniline 
Annals.Annuity 
Anthropomorphism 
Anti-Saloon League(S) 
Apologize.Applaud(V) 
Appellative.Appoint 
Appointment.Appraise 
Appraiser.Appointee 
Appreciation -ive 
Approbation.Archives 
Appropriation. Audit 
Archduke.Aristocracv 
Aristocrat.Assess 
Assessor -ment.August(Su) 
Attorney.Augment 
Auspicious.Average(S) 
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Stiletto.Stimulate(N,U) 
Stir. Stitch. Stomach 
Strapping.Strength.STove 
Strenuous.Strife.STrive 
Stout.Strong.Struggle 
Sturdy.Summer.Swelter 
Sultry(N).Surgery.Swipe 
Stolen(P).Take.Talon 
Tang.Tantrum.Tapering 
Temper. Tendon. Thermo 
Thews.Thistle.Thorny 
Threat.Throb.Thrust.Thug 
Titanic.Toast.Tomato(N) 
Tongs.Tools.Took.Torment 
Torture. Touchy. Tournament 
Tuesday. Tumult. Troup -er 
Uproar.Urgent(U).Valor 
Undaunted. Valiant. Vex 
Vanquish.Vaunt.Veteran 
Violent.Vixen.Wallop 
Vivisection.Wail.War 
Warfare.Warship(Nr 
Warmth.Warrior.Weapon 
Wedge.Weld.Whetstone(S) 
Whistle.Whistler(V,Me) 
Whittle.Wield.Wire 
Wiry.WoundWrangle 
Wrath -ful.Wrest.Wash(N) 
Wrestler.Wrestle -ing 
Wrench.Wrought.Yank 
Yelp.Yellow-fever 
Yowl. 

Award.Backer.Bailiff(S) 
Banquet(V).Bank.Banker 
Baron-ess.Baronet 
Barrister.Beau monde(V) 
Behalf.Behave.Benefic 
Benediction. Benefactor 
Beneficial. Beneficiary 
Benefit(V).Benevolence 
Benignity(V).Eequest(U) 
Best.Best man.Betimes 
Better -ment.Birthright 
Bible ("TheGood Book") 
Bless -ed -ing.Bonafide 
Bon Marche.Bonhomie(V) 
Bonus.Bountiful 
Bourgeois(S).Blueblood 
Broad.Broker (V,M,U) 
Brokerage(V).Budget 



Bullion. Bureaucracy 
Capital -ist -ism 
Capitalization.Cash 
Capitol(N). Case(at law) 
Cardinal virtues (S) 
Cashbook.Cashier 
Castle(S).Category 
Cavalier(M,V).Censor 
Celebration(V).Census 
Cenotaph(S).Censure(S) 
Celebrity.Ceremony(S) 
Certain.Certificate(Me) 
Certify(Me).Chancellor 
Chancery.Chance (to win) 
Character.Chevalier(M) 
Chaste(S).Chivalry(V) 
Chide(V).City.Civic 
Civil -ity.Civilian 
Civil service.Claim 
Civilization.Claimant 
Class.Classic(V) 
Classify.Clerical(Me) 
Commemorate.Commend 
Commendation. Compeer 
Commerce. Commercial 
Commercialize.Cop(M) 
Comparison. Compensate 
Connoisseur. Correct 
Consecutive. Correction 
Corporation(N). Law(J) 
Contribution.Costume(V) 
Constitution. Copyright 
Conventional.Count -ess 
Coronation. Corpulence. 
Court (of law). Critic 
Courteous(V).Criticism 
Courthouse. Criterion 
Crown. Curative. Custom 
Customer. Decency. Decree 
Decorum(S).Deed(title) 
Defendant at law(M) 
Deference. Denomination 
Defray. Deserve. Dexter. 
Deputy -ize(S).Diadem 
Deportment(M).Digest 
Department(U).Dignify 
Desirability(V) 
Dictionary(Me).Disabuse 
Disburse. Depository 
Distinction. Domain 
Dowager. Dower. Duke 
Drawer. Duchess. Earl 
Earn -ings(V).Eligible 
Elaborate.Elite(V) 

JUPITER (J) (cont.) 

Embassy(V).Embonpoint 
Eminence(SU).Employ -er 
Emolument.Empress(Su) 
Employment (for gain) 
Endowment. Enhancement 
Encyclopedia. Enroll 
Enlarge,Ennoble.Enrich 
Enormous.Entitle-Equip 
Estimable. Estimate 
Esteem.Etiquette(V) 
Ethics. -cal.Excise 
Eulogize. Excellence -y 
Exchequer. Exemplary 
Equilibrium(S).Expend 
Exonerate.Extenuate. 
Extravagant(V).Fact 
Fair -ness.Fame -ous(Su) 
Fashions.Fat -ten.Fee(V) 
Fee-simple.Finance 
Faultfinder(critic) 
Financial. Financier 
Fine (good.penalty) 
First class -rate.Fiscal 
Fleur-de-lys.Flour 
Flourishing. Formal -ity 
Formula. Fortune -ate 
Forum. Framework( U) 
Franc. Full. Full-dress 
Furniture.Gain.Garb(V) 
Gallant -ry.Gazette 
Generous -ity.Gentry 
Gentlemen(V).Get 
Genuine. Genuflect ion( S) 
Girth. Glorification 
Glorious.Glorify.Glory 
Godly.Godsend.Good 
Goodness.Goodname 
Goodwill.Gold(V) 
Goodbye(S).Gown(V) 
Grade(class).Grammar 
Granary(S).Grand -eur 
Grandiose.Grant -er 
Great -er.Guaranty 
Hale.Habilitate -ion 
Harvest.Health -y -ful 
Heart (M).Hearty.Heir 
Help (financially) 
Heir-apparent(N) 
Heirloom.Hightoned 
Hire. Honest. Honor 
Honorable. Honorary 
Hygiene -ic.Improve 
Imposing. Impeccable 
Important,Inactment 
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Income(V),Incorrupt 
Inauguration 
Increment. Indemnity 
Indenture(S),Indict 
Industrious. Inherit 
Inestimable.Inquest(S) 
Integrity.Intrinsic 
Invaluable. Inventory 
Invest -ment.Investor 
Invoice(Me).Jolly 
Irreproachable 
Journal.Jubilee(V) 
Jubilant.Judicial 
Just.Justice.Justify 
Judiciary.Judge(S) 
Jurisprudence(S) 
Knight.Large.Largess 
Laudable.Lavish(V) 
Law. Lawyer. Lawful 
Lawsuit(U).Lease(U) 
Legacy(U).Legal 
Leather.Legation.Lend 
Legislature U and N) 
Legitimate. Lender 
Level(S).Lexicon 
Lexicographer. Library 
Liberal -ism(U). Lien 
List -ing.Liver(M) 
Loan. Lordship. Luck 
Loyalist(S).Lucky 
Lucrative. Lucre 
Magazine.Magistrate 
Magnate. Magnanimity 
Magnificent.Maintain 
Major(M). Mammon 
Management(finantial) 
Manner(M).Market -ing 
Marquis. Mascot. Medal 
Maximum. Memorial 
Meliorate.Merchandise 
Merchant.Mercantile. 
Merit -orious.Method 
Middleman. Methodical 
Metallurgy. Methodist 
Metropolis. Million 
Millionaire. Mint -age 
Mineralogy. Mode -1(V) 
Ministry.Monetary 
Missionary(N).Money 
Moral -ity.Moralize(S) 
Monsieur.Morganatic(P) 
Nobby.Municipality(N) 
Munificence. Noble 
Nobility.Nobleman 



Nobel prize.Noted 
Notability.Nugget 
Numismatic(P).Obtain 
Objuigate.Office -r 
Offer(price).Order 
Official. Officiate 
Opulence. Orderly 
Ordinance. Orthodox 
Orthography. Outright 
Opportune. Ordain 
Opportunity(S).Own 
Qvation.Owner -ship 
Paean(V).Palace(V) 
Pancreas.Paragon 
Parallelogram(V) 
Parish(S).Parole(U) 
Parliamentary(N) 
Parse.Parson(S) 
Particular(U) 
Patent -ee(U).Pay(V) 
Patrician. Patrimony 
Patron -age(V) 
Paunch.Peacock 
Pawnbroker(MS) 
Pecuniary. Pedigree 
Peer -age.Pension -er 
Percentage(V).Perfect 
Philanthropist(N) 
Philology.Pious(S) 
Piety(S).Pique(M) 
Plaintiff(S,U) 
Plaudit(V).Plenty 
Plenitude. Pleurisy 
Plethoric(M).Plume 
Police(M).Policy 
Polite.Portly 
Pompous(M).Portfolio 
Praise. Prayer. Preen 
Precious.Prelate 
Precedence (in rank) 
Preferment(V,N) 
Premium(V).Price 
Prepossessing(V) 
Preservation(S).Prize 
Prestige.Pride -ful 
Principality(N).Prime 
Prince -ss.Principle 
Profit.Profiteer(M) 
Probity.Procedure(U) 
Proceeds.Proficient(U) 
Proclamation(Me,N) 
Proper.Property(title, 
right,goods. attribute) 

JUPITER (J) (cont.) 

Proprietor. Propriety 
Proud.Prosper 
Prosperity. Prosperous 
Provide,Provision 
Punctilio.Functual 
Pure.Purify.Purist 
Purity. Puritan. Purple 
Quality.Qualify(V) 
Qualitative.Qualm(M) 
Quadrille(V,U,P) 
Quotation(Price) 
Rabbi(S).Rank -ing 
Ransom.Rate -ing.Ratio 
Ration.Realm.Rebuke(S) 
Recommend -ation(Me) 
Receive(V).Recompense 
Record.Recorder(Me) 
Recoup.Recover(S) - 
Rectangle.Rectify 
Rectification.Rector(S) 
Rectitude. Recuperate 
Redeem. Redemption 
Redress.Red-tape(M,$) 
Redundance(N).Refund(S) 
Reformer -ation(U) 
Regain(S).Regal.Regalia 
Regards(V).Regent 
Regency.Regime 
Register(s,Me).Regular 
Registrar.Regulate 
Regulation. Reimburse 
Religion. Religious 
Remediable. Remedy( V) 
Remission(V).Renown 
Remittance(U).Rent 
Renter.Rental 
Reparation.Replenish 
Replete.Repository(S) 
Repertory(S).Reproach 
Reprehension. Reproof 
Reprove(S).Repute 
ReputableReputation 
Requital.Respect -ful 
Respectable. Retainer 
Responsible(S) 
Restitution. Restoration 
Retinue(S)Retribution(S) 
Revenue. Reverence 
Rever•ential.Rich.Riches 
Right.Rights.Righttul 
Right-angle.Right -hand 
Righteous -ness.Ripe -n 
Ripeness.Royal -ist 
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Royalty. Rule. Ruling 
Ruler("divine right") 
Safe(S).Safeguard(M) 
Salary(V).Salubrious 
Salutary.Salute 
Salvo(U).Sanction 
Sanitary(V).Scepter 
Schedule. Scruple 
Scrupulous.Senate(N) 
Senator(N,U).Serge(S) 
Seasonable(S).Sequence 
Searchwarrant(M) 
Secretaryship(Me) 
Secure. Security 
Seignior. Selectman 
Self-sufficient(U,Su) 
Series.Servicable(S) 
Share(benefits).Shop(V) 
Sheriff(S).Shopping(V) 
Silver(Me).Sincere 
Skirt. Smug( V). Snob 
Sound(well,good) 
Solcitor(lawyer) 
Somebody( importance) 
Sovereign -ty(Su).Spare 
Specimen(V).Speculate 
Speculation(M,U,N) 
Splendid. Splendor( Su) 
Splurge(V).Sponsor 
Square -ness. Squire 
Standard. Standardize 
Standing(rank,class) 
Stately.Station(rank) 
Statistics(biz.finance) 
Status quo. Statute 
Statutable.Statutory 
Sterling.Stipend(V) 
Stock. Stockjobber 
Store. Storekeeper 
Storage(S).STraight 
Storehouse(S).Stout 
Stratification(S) 
Strut.Stuck-up 
Style(V).Stylist(V) 
Subsistence(S).Sue(U) 
Substantial. Succeed 
Success(honor.wealth) 
Subtreasury(S) 
Summons(U).Successive 
Succession.Surloin 
Sumptuous. Surfeit 
Super(N). abundance(J) 
Superior. Superiority 



Surcharge. Surplus 
Surtax. Surrogate 
Syndicate(V or N) 
System. Systematize 
Tabular. Tabulate 
Tariff(S,U,N).Tax 
Taxation.Testate 
Teller(bank).Testator 
Temperate -ance(S) 
Text-book(Me).The(S) 
Thursday. Thrive 
Thriving.Title 
Tip-top.Trade(com.) 
Tradesman(buy-sell) 
Trader(V,U).Tradition(S) 
Treasury(S).Trial(law) 
Treasurer(S).Tribute 
Tremendous.Tribune(S) 

Aback.Abaft.Abase 
Abby.Abeyance.Abhor 
Abbreviate. Abide 
Abject.Abridge.Abjure 
Abnegate.Abstain 
Abuse.Academic.Aches(M) 
Accountable.Acid -ity 
Acidosis.Adjacent 
Adage(Me).Adamant 
Adieu.Adjourn(N) 
Adjudge.Adjunct.Aft 
Advert. Afraid. After 
Aftermath. Aggregate 
Aggrieve.Age.Alone 
Agriculture.Aloof 
Anchor.Ancient.Annex 
Angle(obtuse).Anxiety 
Animosity. Antipathy 
Apathy.Appal.Approach 
Application. Arrest 
Approximate.Arrival(U) 
Asbestos.Ascetic.Ass 
Assay -er(J).Asphalt 
Assiduity. Astern. Atom 
Astrology(nativity) 
Astute. Atavism. Attach 
Austerity.Autumn.Avoid. 
Avarice.Aversion 
Await.Awkward.Back 
Backward. Bag. Balk -y 
Balance(J).Baleful.Ban 
Ballast. Banns. Barn 

JUPITER (J) (cont.) 

Triumph -ant(M).True 
True-blue.Truthful 
Truth(right).Tuxedo 
Trumpet(V).Trustee(N) 
Tweed. Twit. Uniform 
Unadulterated 
Uniformity. Unexpired 
Unforgetful(S) 
Unharmed. Unscathed 
Upbraid.Unimpeachable 
Unquestionable 
Uppish.Upright 
Urbanity(V).Usury(S) 
Valid.Validity 
Value.Valuable 
Valued. Valuation 
Vantage. Venerable 
Veneration.Venve 

SATURN(S) 

Bankrupt -cy.Barnacle(N) 
Barred. Barrier. Base 
Basement.Bashful.Bass 
Basic. Basis. Bate. Bear 
Bearing.Beat.Beg 
Behind.Belabor.Belate 
Belay.Belong -ings(J) 
Bemoan. Beneath. Bier 
Bereave.Black 
Bible(Sacred his.,O.T.) 
Blanket.Blind -fold 
Bleak.Blockhead.Blues 
Blockade. Bludgeon 
Blunt.Bond.Bone.Bow 
Bone-dry. Boor. Boredom 
Boulder. Bottom. Brake 
Break(also M and U) 
Brevity.Bridge(N) 
Bright'sdisease 
Brittle.Bring(U) 
Brochure(Me).Bruise 
Brunette.Brute -al 
Buddha.Build -ing -er 
Bump. Burden. Bury -ial 
Burrow.But.Butt -ock 
Buttress.Cad.Cache 
Cadaver.Can't.Camel 
Canny. Carbon. Captive 
Captivity.Care -ful 
Casting. Castigate 
Catalepsy.Catalogue(J) 
Catarrh.Catch.Caution 
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Veracity. Verify 
Verity. Verification 
Violet. Vindication 
Virgin.Virtue 
Virtuous.Viscera 
Viscount.Votary(S) 
Wages.Wager(the stake) 
Wallet(S).Wardrobe(V) 
Wares(sold for profit) 
Warehouse(S).Wealth 
Wealthy. Welfare 
Well(healthy.sound) 
Well-bred.Well-being 
Wheat.White-lie 
Whopper.Win.Winner 
Worship.Worth -y 
Wonderful(great) 
Worthiness. Yardstick 
Yearbook.Zone 

Caveman.Cease.Cellar 
Celibacy(J).Cement 
Cemetery.Centripetal 
Cervical.Cessation 
Chagrin. Chairman 
Cheap(P).Cheese.Chill 
Chemistry. Chemist 
China -ese.Choke 
Chronic. Chronology 
Circumstances.Clamp 
Clandestine.Cloister 
Clasp.Cling.Close 
Clumsy. Coal. Coalesce 
Cold. Collide. Colon -ic 
Combine. Commiserate 
Compendium. Compile 
Compress.Compunction 
Concentrate. Concise 
Conclude. Concrete 
Concussion. Condemn 
Condensation. Confine 
Condescension 
Congest.Consecration 
Connect.Consume -r 
Cmsequence.Constancy 
Conservation.Cool -er 
Consolidation. Coroner 
Constipation. Contempt 
Construction. Contact 
Constriction. Corpse 
Contract -or -ion.Cove 
Covert.Covet.Cower 



Coward.Cowardice.Crass 
Crabbed.Crafty.Cramp 
Creep -y.Crestfallen 
Croak.Crouch.Crude 
Crucifixion. Cruel -ty 
Crush.Cudgel.Curb.Curt 
Cynic. Custody. Damper 
Dark Ages. Darken.Dam 
Darky.Date.Daub.Daunt 
Deacon.Dead -en -ly 
Deadlift.Deadlock.Deaf 
Dean.Death.Dearth 
Debar.Debark.Debase(P) 
Debit.Debt -or.Decrease 
Deceit.Decline.Defeat 
Dedicate.Deep -en -ly 
Default -er.Deflation 
Deficiency. Deficit 
Definite.Defunct(P) 
Delay.Delve.Demean 
Demure.Deny.Dense -ity 
Dent -al -ist.Dependent 
Depend -ence.Dependable 
Depreciate.Depression 
Depth.Deprive.Desist 
Descend -ent.Despicable 
Despair.Despise.Destiny 
Detain. Detention. Detest 
Deposit -or.Despondent 
Deterrent.Detrain.Die 
Diareter.Dike.Dingy 
Diffidence. Diligence 
Diminish.Disavow.Dire 
Disappoint. Discipline 
Discomfort.Discount 
Discreet.Disconsolate 
Disdain. Disguise. Dismay 
Disgust.Dislike.Divest 
Dispassionate. Diabetes 
Distress.Distrust.Dirty 
Dock.Doctor.Dodge.Dog 
Dogma -tic.Dole -ful.Dolt 
Doldrums.Doom.Donkey 
Dormant. Doubt. Down -ward 
Dry.Dull.Dumb.Duty.Dye 
Dunce.Ear(Me).Ebb.Ebony 
Economy.Edit -or.Edition 
Elder. Embalm. Encamp 
Embargo. Embitter. Endure 
Enchain.Encumbrance.End 
Enjoin.En masse.Enemy 
Enmity.Ennui.Enshroud 
Enslave.Entail.Entrap(P) 

SATURN (S) (cont.) 

Enter.Entomb.Envy -ious 
Epitome.Erudite(Me) 
Eschew.Esoteric.Estates 
Essential.Establish 
Excavate. Exclusion 
Exigency.Exhort(Me).Fag 
Fail -ure.Fall.Fallen 

*Faithful(to obligation) 
*Faithless(without faith) 
Falter.Famine.Fainish 
Farm -er.Fate -d.Fasting 
Fatal -ist.Fatigue(P) 
Father(priest).Fear -ful 
Fatherland.Femur.Fence 
Federation(N).Fender 
Feeble(aged).Fetter.Few 
Fidelity.Final.Finis 
Finite. Fixation. Flail 
Fixture.Flat -ten.Flog 
Flint.Floor.Flop.Foe 
Flunk.Footpound(U) 
Forbearance. Forbid -ding 
Foreclose. Foregather 
Forego.Formation.Follow 
Formerly.Fort -ification 
Forswear.Fossil.Freeze 
Fortitude. Foundation 
Fraught.Freight.Fright 
Frigid.Frost.Frugal 
Frown.Frustrate.Fulcrum 
Fumble.Fundamental.Gag 
Funeral. Furtive. Gall 
Galena.Gallows.Gasket 
Gallstone. Garner. Gaunt 
Gasmask.Gather.Gawky 
Ghastly. Ghetto. Gibbet 
Gist.Gland.Glean.Gleet 
Gloaming.Gloat.Gloom -y 
Glossary.Glue.Glum.Gone 
Gonad(U).Gradual.Granite 
Graduate. Grandmother 
Grandfather. Graphite 
Grasp -ing.Grasswidow(u) 
Grave -1y.Gravel.Gravity 
Greed -y.Grief.Grievance 
Grieveous.Grim.Grind -er 
Grindstone. Grip. Grope 
Grizzly.Groan.Groove 
Grope.Gross.Grudge 
Gruff.Grumble.Grumpy 
Grunt.Guarantee(J) 
Gulch.Gypsum.Habit -ual 
Hackney.Haggle.Hallow 

*See Neptune 
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Halt -er.Hammer.Ham -let 
Hamper. Handcuff. Hangman 
Handicap.Hangdog.Hard 
Hardly.Harden.Harbor(N) 
Hardihood(M).Hardship 
Hardtack.harm -ful.Hasp 
Harness.Hate -ful.Haven 
Haunch.Heap.Hear -ing(Me) 
Hearse(U).Heathen(V) 
Heavy.Hebrew(J).Hedge 
Heed. Held. Here. Hermit 
Hemorrhoids. Hernia 
Hesitate:Hibernate 
Hide.Highmass.Hinder 
Hindmost.Hindu.Hist 
Hindsight. Hierarchy 
History.Historian(Me) 
Hitch.Hither.Hoard 
Hoarse.Hoe.Hold -ing 
Hog(N).Holdup(N) 
Homeliness. Homing 
Homestead. Homespun 
Homeopathy. Hoodoo 
Hook. Horror. Hostage 
Horoscope (nativity) 
Horse(work).Hovel 
Huddle.Huff.Humble 
Humdrum.Humerus.Husk 
Hummer.Hurdle.Hug 
Humiliate. Husbandry 
Hush.Hushmoney(J) 
Hymn.Hydrophobia(P) 
idol -atry.Ignoble 
Ignorance. Ignore 
Immobility. Immure 
Immutable. Impact 
Impanel. Impassive 
Impencunious.Impede 
Impenetrability 
Impervious. Impolite 
Implacable.Imports(U) 
Impossible. Imprint 
impoverish. Imprison 
Impression. In 
Improbable. Inanimate 
Inauspicious. Indebted 
Incivility.Indian(U) 
Inclemency. India 
Inclose. Indurate 
Incombustible 
Indecision. Indelible 
Indifference. Indigent 
Indispensible(J) 



Indisposition. Inert 
Indivisible -ity 
Infecundity.In•ferior 
Inflexible. Infrequent 
Ingratitude. Inherent 
Inhabitant. Inhibit 
Inhumanity.Inject(N) 
Injunction. Ink. Inland 
Inmate.Inmost.Innate 
Inorganic. Inscrutable. 
Insert. Inside. Instil 
Insidious. insolent 
Insoluble. Insolvency 
Institute. Insular -ate 
Intake.Intern.Internal 
Integrate. Interior 
Intermission. Interrupt 
Intimidate. Intolerance 
Interlock(N),Inward 
Introvert. Inviolable 
Invisible. Isolate 
Irrevocable. Jackass 
Jade.Jail -er.Janitor 
Japan -ese.Jaundice 
Jetsam(P).Jeer.Jew(J) 
Join.Joss.Judaism(J) 
Judge(J).Judgment(Me) 
Junction.Keep -er 
Kidney.Kismet.Kneel 
Knock.Labor -atory 
Laborer. Laborious 
Laconic. Laden. Laid 
Lama.Lament.Land -s 
Landholder. Landlord 
Lapse.Last -ing.Lay.Late 
Latch. Later. Lately. Lean 
Latent.Layman,Lead (met. 
Lemon. Lessen. Lesser 
Lent.Lethargy.Levee 
Lie (down).Liability 
Limestone(N).Lining 
Linger.Listen -er.Load 
Loathe. Location. Lock-up 
Loiter.Lone -ly.Lost(P) 
Loss(by shrinkage) 
Lout.Low -er.Lowland 
Lowly.Loyal -ist(J) 
Lumbago. Lurid. Lurk 
Malice.Macadamize.Mallet 
Marble.Martyr -dom 
Marriage(the bond).Mask 
Mason, Massive .Matrix 
Materialism. Matriculate 

SATURN (S) (cont.) 

Me.Measure.Meager 
Mean.Medical.Medicine 
Mediocrity. Meditate 
Melancholy. Meek. Menial 
Memory(Me).Merciless 
Merger.Meticulous.Mere 
Merely.Middle Ages 
Mineral(J).Millstone 
Milestone.Mine.Miner 
Mining. Minimize. Misery 
Minimum. Misanthrope 
Minority.Miser -able 
Misgiving.Misfortune 
Misogyny. Mistrust. Molar 
Moan. Monastery. Monk 
Moderation(J).Monogamy 
Monopolist(N).Monotony 
Monument(J).Mound 
Mongolian. Moody. Mope 
Mooring.Morbid.Morgue 
Moron.Morose.Mortar 
Mortality.Mortgage(N) 
Mortician. Mortuary 
Motionless.Mourn -er 
Muffle.Mulatto(N).M ule 
Mummy. Munch. Murk. Mute 
Museum. Must -y. Myopic 
Nadir. Narrow. Natal 
Naturalist(N).Native 
Nay.Neap.Near.Need -y 
Necessary.Necessity 
Necrology. Negation 
Negative.Neglect.Negro 
Next.Nemesis.Niggardly 
Nigh.Ninny.No. North  
Nonchalance. Nook 

) Nostalgia.Nubbin.Yumb 
Numbskull.Nun -nery 
Oak.Oats.Oath.Obey 
Obeisance. Obedience 
Obdurate.Obituary(Me) 
Objection. Obligation 
Obstinacy.Obsolete 
Obstruct -ion.Obtuse 
Occupy.Octavo.Ohm.Old 
Olden. Older. Omega 
Omission. Once. One. Onus 
Onerous. Opacity. Ordeal 
Opposition.Oppressive 
Ordinary.Ore(J).Orbit 
Orient -al.Osseous.Ossify 
Osteology.Ostler.Owe 
Overwhelm(also M, sub P) 
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Pack -er -ing. Paddock 
Padlock.Pain(M).Papal 
Pall.Palisades.Past 
Parapet.Passive.Paste 
Parsimony. Patch. Pathos 
Patience. Patient -ly 
Paucity.Pause.Pave-ment 
Pax.Peasant.Pelvis 
Pen -al -ty.Penance 
Penitentiary. Pensive 
Pent. Penury. Peon. Peril 
Perfunctory. Perihelion 
Period. Perish. Persist 
Persecution. Persimmon' 
Perseverance. Pessimism 
Pessimist,Petrify 
Physician.Picket.Pigmy 
Piker.Pillar(column) 
Pinch -ers.Pledge 
Plain.Pliers.Plunge(N) 
Plod -der.Plow.Poky 
Ponder.Pontiff.Porridge 
Possessive -ness.Pottery 
Posterity(N).Practical 
Precaution. Precedent 
Preclude.Predecessor 
Predestined. Prejudice 
Preponderance. Press 
Presbyterian.Prevention 
Priest -craft.Print -ing 
Printer. Private. Privacy 
Privation. Profound 
Prohibit -ion -ist.Prone 
Proletarian. Prostrate 
Proof.Property(land,etc) 
Prostate.Protest.Proton 
Protraction. Prude -nce 
Prudent,Prune.Pueblo 
Proximity. Punch. Punish 
Punctuate.Punishment 
Puppet.Purblind.Purse(J) 
Putter.Pyramids.Quarry 
Quarantine.Quell.Quit 
Quench(N).Quiet.Quinine 
Quotient. Rabbit. Racoon 
Radicate.Radix.Ranch 
Rc.incoat(N).Rarely 
Raucous. Raven. Ravine 
Realty.Realtor.Raze(P) 
Ream.Rear(back).Rebuff 
Reality(material sense) 
Rebate(V),Rebuttal(Me) 
Recant(Me).Recede 



Recapitulate(Me) 
Recluse.Recline.Rectum 
Recession -al.Reduce 
Reconsider(Me).Refrain 
Reduction.Refrigerate 
Reflection(meditate)(Me) 
Refusal.Regression. 
Regret.Rehabilitate(J) 
Rein -s.Reject.Relapse 
Relentless.Reliability 
Relic.Remain -der,Remand 
Remind -er(Me).Remorse 
Reluctant. Renunciation 
Repel(M).Repent -ance 
Repine.Repress -ion 
Reprieve.Reprimand(J) 
Reprisal.Repudiation 
Repulsion.Reservation 
Reserve.Reservoir(N) 
Reside.Residence(Mo) 
Residue.Resist -ance 
Respite.Restrain 
Requisite.Retail(J) 
Retain -ing.Retard -ing 
Reticence.Retreats 
Retrench.Retire -ment 
Retract ion. Return -ing 
Retribution(J) 
Retrogress.Retrospect 
Retroversion.Reunion 
Revenge.Reverie(Me) 
Reversion. Rheostat 
Rheumatism. Ridicule 
Rhinoceros.Rigid -ity 
Rigor -ous.Rock 
Rough.Rude.Rue -ful 
Rural. Rumble. Rustic 
Rupture. Ruthless 
Rye.Sabbath(of Jews) 
Sacrament, Sacred 
Sacrum.Sad.Sadist 
Safe(J).Saddle.Sag 
Saltpetre. Sanctuary 
Sanctum. Sangfroid. 
Sand-y.Sank.Sardonic 
Sartorial(V).Sat 
Saturday. Saturnine 
Saving.Savage(U,M) 
Sauerkraut.Seant -ly 
Seab(strike breaker) 
Scapula.Scaffold(N) 
Scarce -ly.Scare -y 
Scarecrow(N).Scoff 
Science(orthodox) 
Sacrosanct.Sacrifice 

SATURN (S) (cont.) 

Science(chem.Med) 
Sclerosis. Scorn 
Scotch. Scourge. Scowl 
Scraggy. Scrawny 
Scrimp. Scrotum. Scrub 

Scripture(Me).Seam 
Seat.Seclusion(N) 
Secret -ive.Secretly 
Secretion. Secretory 
Sedate(V).Sedentary 
Sediment.Sedulity 
Sedulous.Seize -ure 
Selah. Seldom 
Self(me,mine; not I) 
Selfish(possessive) 
Selfless(spiritless) 
Semester. Senile -ity 

'Self-conscious(N) 
Senior.Sentence.Sere 
Sententious(M).Sequel 
Sequester.Serf 
Serious.Sermon(J) 
Serpent. Service -ant 
Servile. Servitude 
Set.Settle.Settler 
Settlement.Severe 
Severity. Sexton 
Sepulchre. Shabby 
Shackle. Shade. Shady 
Shadow.Shaft,Shaggy 
Shale.Shame.Shanty 
Shelter. Shelve. Shore 
Short -en -age -ly 
Shrine.Shrink.Shovel 
Shorthand(Me).Shrewd 
Shrivel. Shroud. Shrug 
Shuck. Shudder. Shun 
Shy. Sick( lingering) 
Siege. Sigh. Signet 
Silent. Silence. Sill 
Silicon.Simple -ton 
Sine. Simplicity 
Singly. Singleness 
Sinister. Sit. Site 
Situate. Skeleton 
Skeptic -ism.Skimp 
Skinflint.Skulk.Skull 
Slate.Slight.Slink 
Slave.Slavery.Slow 
Slowly._Slouch.Sly.  
Sluggard.Slump.Slur 
Small. Smear. Smite 
Smudge.Smother(Me) 
Snake(U,N,P).Snail 

*subjective sense  
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Snatch(U).Sneak.Snub 
Sneer. Snug. Sober. Sod 
Sobriety.Sodden.Sole 
Solely.Soil.Solemn -ity 
Solid -ity.Solitude  
Solitary.Somber.Soot 
Sordid. Sorrow. Sorry 
Sour. Sparing, Spartan 
Spinster. Spite. Splint 
Spurn. Squatter. Squaw 
Squeeze. Squelch. Staid 
Stable. Stability 
Stagnant. Stabilize 
Stagger. Stake. Stale 
Stalemate. Stamp. Starve 
Stand-patter.Stare(Mo) 
State. Stationary 
Steadfast. Stealth 
Sterilize. Stern -um 
Stevedore(N).Stick -y 
Stiff -en.Still(quiet) 
Stingy. Stock -ade.Stoic 
Stockyard. Stolid. Stone 
Stony. Stoneware. Stop 
Stonewall. Stoppage 
Stoop.Stopple.Strict 
Stringent.Stronghold(M) 
Structure. Stubborn 
Studious(Me).Stuffy 
Stumble. Stupid. Subdue 
Subjective. Submission 
Subordinate. Subsequent 
Subside. Subtle. Suburb 
Succinct. Suffer. Sulk 
Sullen.Summary,Supine 
Superstition. Suppress 
Surcease.Surety.Snrly 
Surreptitious. Suspect 
Suspend. Suspicion 
Swarthy.Swear(on oath) 
Swoop. Synopsis. Taboo 
Tabernacle. Taciturn 
Tail.Tailor(V).Talmud 
Tamp. Tanner. Tardy 
Tarry.Taskmaster.Taut 
Taunt.Taxidermy(N) 
Tedious.Teetotaller 
Teeth.Tempered.Tenant 
Tenacious.Tenement 
Tenure. Terminal. Terror 
Terrible. Terrorize 
Terse.Tetanus.Thick -en 
Thorough.Thresh -er -ing 
Threadbare. Thrift 
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Thrown.Throttle 
Thud.Thump.Thwart 
Tight.Tile.Till -age 
Time.Timeiy(J).Toil 
Timelock.Timid.Ton 
Tired.Tiresome.Tong 
Tom-tom.Tooth,Totem 
Topple. Torpid. Totter 
Tragedy. Tragedian 
Tragic.Tradition(J) 
Tramell.Trap -per 
Travail.Tred. Trench 
Trepanning. Trestle 
Tribulation. Tried 
Trite. Triturate 
Troubled.Trounce(M) 
Trousers.Trudge(U) 
Truss.Trusty(J).Turf 
Tumble.Tunnel.Turtle 
Turnkey. Tweezers 
Twilight.Typhoid 
Typhus.Topography(U) 
Ugly.Umbrella.Uncouth 
Unconcern. Unlucky 

Undemonstrative 
Underbid. Underclothes 
Underling. Underpay 
Underneath. Underfed 
Underrate. Undertaker 
Unify.Unilateral 
Union. Unity. Unmoved 
Unobtrusive.Until 
Unpretentious. Use -ful 
Unpropitious.Usage 
Unsaid.Unseen.Usury 
Unsightly.Untold 
Untoward. Unwilling 
Usual. Utility. Utilize 
Uterine.Uterus.Uphold 
Vale.Valedictory(1777 
Valley.Vassal.Vested 
Vault.Veil.Vengeance 
Veto. Vicinity. Viscid 
Vindictive.Vitriol 
Vinegar(N).Voodoo(N) 
Voiceless.Vulcanize 
Volume. Vow. Vulpine 
Wait -er.Waitingroom 

Wall.Wall(S)Street(U) 
Wallet(J).Wane.Warn 
Warden.Warning.Wart 
Wary.Wasp(U,P).Wear 
Waterproof. Weary 
Wearisome.Wee.Weigh 
Wedlock(bond).Went(U) 
Weight.Weird(U,N) 
Whack.Wharf(N).Whip 
Whoa.Widow.Widower 
Wily. Wilt. Wither 
Within.With.Wintry 
Without(deprived of) 
Woe.Woodman(N).Wizen 
Work.Worker.Workmen 
Wormwood.Woolen(N) 
Worry. Worried. Wrap 
Worrisome. Wrapper 
Wretched.Wringer(U) 
Yeonman.Yesterday 
Yoke.Yokel.Yore 
Zoo.Zoologist(U,N) 
Zulu(U,P) 

Abberation.Ablation 
Abiogenesis.Abroad(N) 
Abnormal(irregular) 
Aboriginal.Afar 
Abrupt.Abolitionist 
Abstract(N).Adept 
Accelerate.Accusation 
Accident(train,auto) 
Acquit.Adjust(mechanism) 
Ado.Adopt.Adroit 
Adultery. Advance 
Adventure -er -ss 
Adversary(rival -ry) 
Adverse(per contra) 
Advise -r(astro.,eng.) 
Advertise -r(N).Affect 
Alchemist(S).Alienate 
Along. Already. Alter 
Alternate -ive.Amaze 
Amble.American(N,V) 
Amiss.Ammunition.Amuck(p) 
Animals(wild,agile sp.) 
Animation.Anarchy(N) 

Anniversary. Anomaly 
Antic.Antipode.Antique 
Antithesis.Apace.Apart 
Apartment(V).Apostate 

URANUS (U) 

Arc.Archer.Architect(S) 
Arouse.Artillery,Askew 
Ascertain.Assign.Assort 
Assortment(N).Astound 
Astonish.Ataxia.Attempt 
Astrology (directional) 
Auction -eer(V).Arbitrary 
Authority(as specialist) 
Automatic -on.Automobile 
Autocracy. Autocrat  
Autology.Autonomy.Bail 
Bachelor. Ball. Ballot 
Barter(V).Barbarian(S) 
Because.Beget.Begin -ning 
Behest.Bell-wether.Bestir 
Bequest(J).Bet(risk) 
Bible(Genesis,Exodus) 
Bicycle -ist.Bisect.Blame 
Bishop. Bizarre. Boss -y 
Blizzard(S).Bomb.Bombard 
Bohemian.Boomerang.Brisk 
Border -land.Boundary-lin 

Bourse(J).Branch.Brunt 
broadcast -er.Bro.-in-law 
Budge.Buffalo(S).Bus,Busy 
Busybody.Bull(S).Bullet 
Cab. Cam. Calamity. Cannon 

Canter.Compare(for diff.) 
Car.Career.Carry(S).Cart 
Cartage(S,J).Cartoon(V) 
Cartridge. Castor. Casual 
Casualty(M,S).Cause.Causal 
Caricature(V).Catastrophe 
Caucus(V).Centrifugal 
Cable.Chain.Chance(risk) 
Change.Changeling/Chase 
Chief(of group, party) 
Circle(V).Chiropractic(S) 
Choice(decision).Circuit 
Cinema(Mo,V,N).Circus(V) 
Cinematograph(MO,N) 
Circulate(N).Circularize 
Circumference. Climax 
Claim(as originator.pat.) 
Clock(S).Coast.Coercion 
Colic.Compass.Comnel 
Ccmrnand -ant.Compuision 
Competition. Competitor 
eComplex -ity.Complicate 

Conductor(V).Confiscate 
Coincident(in time) 
Conscript.Conspiracy(P) 
Constraint.Constituency 
Continual.Contradict 



Contrary.Contrast 
Contrive -ance.Control 
Controversy( see Mercury) 
Conversion.Conjurer(P) 
Convey -ance.Convulsion 
Corn. Coup. Course. Crank 
Create -or.Creature 
Crisis.Crusade -r.Cycle 
Current.Curse(S).Daily 
Cyclone.Dash.Decamp 
Decide. Decision -ive 
Deer.Defect(P).Deliver 
Delinquency(P,V).Demand 
DemandantDemigod.Depot 
Depart -ment.Derail(P) 
Design -er(V).Designate 
Despatch.Despot -ic -ism 
Detach ,ment.Dethrone 
Determine -ate -ation 
Detonate.Detour.Deviate 
Develop -ment.Device 
Devise.Devolve.Dictum 
Dialect(Me).Diastole 
Dictate -or.Difference 
Difficult -y.Direct -ion 
Director. Directorate 
Directory. Disaffection 
Disaster -ous.Discard(P) 
Discharge.Discover -y 
Discrepancy. Dislocate 
Discriminate.Disiodge 
Disinclination(contra) 
Disintegrate.Dismiss 
Disobedience.Dispute 
Disorganize. Disparity 
Dispensation.Displace. 
Dissatisfaction.Dissent 
Dissociate.Distant -ce 
Distort -ion.Diurnal 
Distribute -or -ion 
Divergence. Diverse -ify 
Divert.Divide,Division 
Divorce -e.Dominate -eer 
Door.Double -shift -time 
Draft.Drastic.Drive -r 
Duplex(V).Dynamo -ic 
Dynamite. Dynasty. Eddy 
Earthquake. Eccentric 
Effective. Efficient 
Egress.Either.Elapse 
Elect -ion -eer.Elective 
Elector -ate.Electrify 
Electric -ity -ian 

URANUS (U) (cont.) 

Electrocute. Electron 
Electrode.Electrolyte(N) 
Elongate.Elope(V).Else 
Emancipate -or.Emit 
Emergency(M).Emphasis(M) 
Emigrant -ate -ion(N) 
Emission. Empower. Enable 
Energy(M)Enfranchise 
Engine -er -ing.Enroute 
Enterprise -ing(J) 
Entrain. Entrance 
Equator.Ere.Err(F) 
Ephemera. Ephemeris 
Errant(E).Erratic 
Errata(P).Error(P) 
Erupt.Escape -meat 
Especial.Estrange 
Ethnology. Eureka 
Evict.Evolve.Exact 
Evolution (N,S) 
E%cathedra.Exceed 
Excel.Exempt.Exit 
Exchange.Excursion(V) 
Exodus.Expedite 
Expedition. Expel 
Exorcise. Experience 
Expert. Experiment 
Experimenter -al 
Explod.Explorer 
Exponent(Me).Extort 
Expatriate. Extra 
Extemporaneous 
Extemporize.Extreme 
Extraordinary 
Extremist.Extremely 
Extraneous. Faction 
Extrusion. Factory 
Far.Parther.Fast 
Fascisti.Fault(P) 
Fault finder( fixer) 
Feminism(V).Fetch(S) 
Fiat.Fidget.Find -er 
Filibuster. Firedamp 
Firearms. Firecracker 
Flash.Flashlight(Mo) 
Flapper.Fleet -ing 
Fluctuate. Fluster 
Flurry.Flutter 
Flywheel. Foment 
Fore.Foreign -er 
Forefathers. Forth 
Foreman. Foremost 
Forthwith.Fortuity 
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Forward-ness.Free 
Found.Foundling(P) 
Franchise. Freedman 
Freedom. Freehand 
Freehold(S).Freemen 
Freelance. Frantic 
Freemason(S).Frontier 
Freetrade.Freewill 
Frenchman(V,J) 
Frenchleave 
Frequent. Frequency 
Fugitive. Fulminate 
Further -ante -est 
Fusillade.Gainsay(Me) 
Gait.Gale.Galvanic 
Gallop.Game(wild) 
Galvanometer(N,S) 
Gambol(V).Gamble(P) 
Gangway. Gap. Gate 
Garage(S).Gear 
Gargoyle(S).Genesis 
Generate -or -ion 
Genetic.Genius 
Gesticulate.Gesture 
Giddiness(vertigo) 
Glide(V,N).Globe(N) 
Go.Going.Go-cart 
Go-getter.Godhead 
Godfather -mother (SN) 
Godchild(V).Goddess 
God within (U,S)* 
God without(U,N)* 
Govern -or.Grenade 
Grandchild(V) 
Gringo.Growth.Guide 
Gubernatorial.Gun 
Gunner. Gunpowder 
Gusher(N).Gust -y 
Gyrate.Gyration 
Gyroscope. Hackman 
Hail.Hairtrigger 
Half.Half-caste 
Hammock(V).Hansom 
Haphazard.Hart 
Hazard -ous.Header 
Headwind.Hence 
Hemisphere. Heresy 
Heretic. Heterodox 
Heterogeneous. Hie 
Highroad. Highway 
Hike(P).Highstrung 
Hinge.Horary 
Horology.Hippodrome(V) 

*Creative sense 



Horoscope(progressed) 
Horsepower(S),Hunt 
Horserace.Hunter 
Hurricane. Hurry 
Hustle. Hysteria 
Idiosyncracy.Illegal 
Illicit. Immediate -ly 
Immigration(S) 
Imminent. Immunity 
Impassioned.Impel 
Impellent.Imperative 
Impertinence. Impetus 
Impromptu.Impulsion 
Impunity. Incentive 
Incessant. Incidental 
Incite(M),Incoercible 
Incompatible 
Incongruity. Incredible 
Incongenial.Iconoclast -ic 
Inconsistent 
Inconvenience 
Indefatigable. Induct 
Independent. Individual  
Induction. Industrial 
Infidelity(N),Informal 
Informality. Inequality 
Ingenuity. Ingredient 
Inimitable. Initiative 
Injustice.InnovatfErN) 
Insecure. Insist -ent 
Instant -1y.Installation 
Insubordination 
Insurgent. Insurrection 
Insufferable. Instead 
Installment.Intensive 
Intensify. Intensity 
Instantaneous 
Interchange. Interfere 
Interloper. Interpose 
Interrupt -ion.Intersect 
Intervention. Intruder 
Intermittent(S),Intrude 
Intricate. Inversion 
Invent -or -ion-ive 
Involuntary(V),Ishmael 
Ishmaelitic.Itinerant 
Jaunt(V).Jealous -y(S) 
Jiffy.Jobber.Jockey 
John, the Forerunner 
Joint.Jolt.Journey 
Key,Kilowatt.Kinetic 
Lap.Lathe.Latitude 
Lawless(civil sense) 

URANUS (U) (cont.) 

Law(motion,creation) 
Lead(to lead).Leave 
Lease(J).Legacy(J) 
Left.Length -en 
Liason.Liberty 
Liberate. Liberator 
Libertine(N,P) 
License(J).Lightning 
Limousine(V).Lineage 
Litigation(J).Locate 
Locomotive -ion 
Locomotor-ataxy.Long 
Longitude. Lunge 
Lynch(S).Machine -ry 
Machinist.Maelstrom 
Magneto.Make-shift 
Malcontent. Manage 
Malfeasance(P).Mandate 
Mandatory.Margin 
Management(ind.mfg.) 
Manufacture -r -ing 
Manipulation. Marksman 
Master -y.Mechanic -ism 
Meddle -r.Meddlesome 
Metabolism(S,N).Mill 
Metamorphosis.Migrate 
Millrace(N).Miracle 
Metaphysics(N).Mischance 
Misapprehend.Mistake(P) 
Miscarriage. Modern 
Misfeasance(P).Mislead(P 
Modernize.Misrepresent 
Modify(V).Moment -ary 
Momentum. Mobility 
Motion. Motive. Motor 
Motivepower.Motorcycle 
Motordpome.Motorman 
Movable.Movies(V,N) 
Munitions.Musket -eer(M) 
Mustang. Mutiny. Nimble 
Nerve -ous(motor) 
Nitrogen -ous.Nowadays 
Nitroglycerine(N) 
Non-conformist.Now 
Nominate. Oblique 
Obtrusive. Occident 
Odd -s.Oddfellow.Orange 
Off.Officious.Offhand 
Omnibus.On.Onward 
Option(V).Opening 
Ordnance.Origin -al -ity 
Originator. Oscillate 
Oscillatory.Oust 
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Outbreak.Outgoing 
Outlandish(S).Outline 
Outlet.Outskirts 
Outstrip.Otherwise 
Overhaul.Overtake(S) 
Overthrow. Pace. Pagan 
Palingenesis(N).Palsy(S) 
Palpitation.Panic 
Parabola.Paresis(P) 
Paradox. Paralysis -ize 
Paraphrase(Me).Partial 
Parent(generic) 
Fart (with or from) 
Particular. Parting 
Passage.Party(pol.) 
Passing. Passenger 
Passport.Pattern 
Passion(generation) 
Passion(jealousy) 
Passion Play(V) 
Path. Pathfinder 
Paternalistic -ism 
Peculiar -ity.Permit 
Pendulum.Perforce(M) 
Peregrinations 
Peremptory. Perilous 
Peristaltic.Physics 
Permutations.Pilot 
Perpetual -ate -ity 
Perplex -ity.Pilgrim 

) Phenomenal. Pioneer 
Pilgrimage.Pistol(M) 
Pirouette. Piston 
Pitcher(as in games) 
Pituitary.Plan -ner 
Planet.Plot.Polo(VS) 
Portable.Pointblank 
Porter.Positive 
Post-diluvial 
Postmaster g en. (Me) 
Potency.Potential 
Powder. Power. Prairie 
Precarious.Precede 
Precipitous(M) 
Predicament.Preside 
Prevail. Proceed 
Present(this moment) 
Prerogative. Primeval 
Process -ion.Problem 
Privilege. Problematic 
Procreate -or -ion 
Prodigy(N).Progress 
Progressive. Prompt 



Production(via mfg.) 
Proficiency. Propel 
Progenitor.Projectile 
Propagate.Pulmotor 
Prototype. Pulley 
Pulsate. Purposeful 
Pursue.Pursuit 
Quaint(V).Quake -r 
Quandry.Quest 
Query.Question -able 
Questionnaire(ME) 
Quick -en.Quiver 
Quiz -ical.Quota -um 
Race.Racing.Racial 
Racehorse. Racetrack 
Racy.Radical.Radio 
Radio-active 
Radio-amplifier(J) 
Radio-broadcast(Me,V) 
Radio-detector(N) 
Radio-gram -phone(Me) 
Radio-receiver(N,V) 
Radio-transformer 
Radiotron -tube(P) 
Radium.Railway -road 
Rally.Ramification(N) 
Rampage(M).Rampant 
Ran.Rapid.Rapids(N) 
Ratchet.Rebel -lion 
Reciprocating(V) 
Ready.Recourse 
Recreate. Reform -er 
Reformation(J).Reflex 
Re-elect(S).Referee 
Regeneration(N) 
Refugee. Reindeer 
Reltively.Release 
Relativity. Remodel 
Remarkable. Repair 
Renovate(N).Repeal 
Repairman.Repeat(Me) 
Remote(N), in space 
Remote(S), in time 
Remove -al.Resolve 
Resolution.Restive 
Reorganization 
Requisition(Me) 
Restless.Revolt 
Resuscitate,Riot 
Resurrection(N) 
Reversal.Revision 
Revivify(N).Revolve 
Revolution. Ride 

URANUS (U) (cont.) 

Revolutionize -ary 
Riddance.Rife.Rifle 
Ringleader. Ringworm 
Riotous.Risk.Rival 
Rivalry.Road.Rodeo 
Role.Roll -er.Rotate 
Rotor. Rotary. Rout -e 
Rotarian(VJ).Run 
Roulette(PV).Runner 
Runway. Runaway. Rush 
Russia -n(VN).Salvo(J) 
Sacrilegious. Scheme 
Savage(S). Scamper 
Scandal(V).Schematic 
Sciatic.Sciatica(S) 
Scoot. Scramble. Screw 
Scurry. Search. Section 
Secede.Sectarian(V) 
Second(of or in time) 
Seek.Segment.Seismic 
Segregate. Seismology 
Select -ion -ive -ity 
Self-determination 
Send.Sent.Separable 
Separation(also N) 
Several(N).Sextant(Mo) 
Sex(generation) 
Shall.Shaky.Share(of) 
Shell(Munition) 
Shellfire.Shellshock 
Shock -ing.Shuttle 
Simultaneous. Skip 
Singularity. Sire 
Skedaddle. Slim. Slope 
Somersault. S.O.S. 
Sought.Sort.Source(N) 
Spasm -odic. Species 
Specific. Specification 
Special -ty.Specialist 
Specialize.Speed -y -ily 
Spherical. Spiral 
Sport(V),field.Sporadic 
Sportsman(V).Sprain 
SPontaneity.Spread 
Sprint -er.Spri ghtly 
Spurt.Squall.Squirm 
Stadium.Stampede.Start 
Startle. Steed. Steer -age 
Static(radio).Storm 
Station(Ry).Stimulus(M) 
Strange -r.Straightway 
Straight(J) forward(U) 
Strategy.Stess.Stride 
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Strikes.Stroke(shock) 
Stunt. Substitute 
Subdivide. Subdivision 
Sudden. Suffrage -ist 
Subway(S).Suicide(P) 
Sunder.Superinduce(N) 
Superintend -ent 
Supervene. Supervise -or 
Supplant. Surpass 
Surprise.Surveyor(S) 
Suspense.SwaoSWeay 
Swerve. Swift. Swirl 
Swivel,Symposium(Me) 
Synchronous. Tactics 
Tall.Tamper.Tandem 
Tangent.Taskmaster 
Taxicab Teamster 
Technology. Technical 
Technocracy. Tempest 
Tempestuous. Tense 
Temporary. Tension 
Tentative. Test -ing(S) 
Therefore.That.Tiger 
Thither. Threshold 
Thunderstrick.Tinker 
Tingle(V).Toboggan(S) 
T.N.T. Today.Tornado 
Torpedo.Torrent(N) 
Torsion.Tortuous.Toss 
Toss-up.Tote(S).Tour 
Tourist. Toward. Track 
Tracking.Tractor(S) 
Trades-union(S).Trail 
Trademark. Traffic 
Train.Trajectory(S) 
Transfer. Transference 
Transfiguration(N) 
Transform -er -ation 
Transgress -or -ion(P) 
Transit -ion -ive -ory 
Translation -or(Me) 
Transmit -tor.Trapeze 
Transmute -ation 
Transient. Transpire 
Transplant(S) 
Transport(N).Transpose 
Transportation(N) 
Travel -ler -ing(tr.auto) 
TravellingSalesman(V) 
Traverse. Treadle 
Treadmill(S,P).Tremble 
Tremor.Trespass -er.Try 
Trigger.Trial(exper.) 
Tram.Tramping(SP) 
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Trot.Trotter.Trying 
Trend.Trendline.Trip 
Triangular(spherical) 
Trigonometry.sph.(Me) 
Trisect.Trolley-car 
Truant.Truck(S).Trundle 
Turbine(N).Turbulence 
Turning. Turn-table 
Twirl.Twist.Tyrant 
Two(unlikes,contrasts) 
Tyranny. Tyrannical 
Ultimatum.Ultra.Umpire 
Unacquainted. Unattached 
Unbidden. Unbridled 
Uncanny. Uncertain 
Uncommon. Unconventional 
Unconstitutional 
Undercurrent(SN).Undo 
Undergo(S).Undulate(N) 
Undertaking. Uneasy 
Unequal. Unexpected 
Unfair. Unfettered 
Unfinished. Unforeseen 
Ungovernable. Uninvited 
Unique. Unlawful 
Unless.Unlike.Unlock 
Unloose. Unmitigated 

Abandon.Abash.Abduce 
Abdicate.Abduct.-or(P) 
Abet.Ablution.Above 
Abolish -ment.Abroad 
Aboveboard.Absence 
Abscond(UP).Absentee 
Absentminded(Me) 
Absolve(U).Absorb -ent 
Abstract.Abeyance(S) 
Accessory. Acetone 
Accomplice(P).Acetylene 
Acephalous.Acme 
Achievable.Admiral 
Adjourn -ment.Adrift 
Advancement(upward) 
Advent.Aerial 
Aerodrome.Aeronaut 
Aeroview(Mo).Affinity 
Affiance(V).Affiliate 
Affectation. Afresh 
Again. Air -y,Alcohol 
Alibi(U).Alien(U) 
Alkali -ne.All.Ally(V) 

unsMs-cakiaid 
Unparalleled. Unrest 
Unprecedented. Unruly 
Unremitting. Unrivaled 
Unreconciled. Unsafe 
Unsatisfactory.Unseal 
Unsteady.Unsuitable 
Untamable.Untimely 
Unusual. Upheaval 
Uprising.Uproot.Upset 
Upstart. Uranium. Urge 
Urgent.Urgency 
Urine(NP).Usher(V,S) 
Usurp -er.Utmost.Van 
Vamose.Vanguard(M) 
Valve.Vanadium 
Variable.Variance 
Variation. Variegate 
Variety(N).Various(N) 
Vary. Veer. Vehicle 
Velocity.Vent -ure -some 
Venery.Verge.Version 
Vertigo. Vibrate -ion 
Vibrator. Vicissitude 
Violate.Virtual.Vim(M) 
Virile(M).Volcano 
Volitive.Volley.Volt 

NEPTUNE (N) 

Alliance(V).Altimeter 
Altitude.Altogether 
Aluminum.Ambiguity 
Amid. Among. Anemia 
Angel.Annul -ment 
Androgynous. Anoint 
Antenna. Antiseptic 
Another. Anticipation 
Apeak.Aqueous.Ascend 
Aquarium. Ascension 
Assume.Atonement 
Astral.Archbishop 
Aviary.Aviator(U) 
Aviation(U).Aware(Mo) 
Banishment. Baptism 
Bamboozle. Balloon 
Bare.Barefaced.Barge 
Barker(Me).Bathe(V) 
Bay.Beach.Become 
Beguile.Belief -ve -r 
Benzine. Besides. Betray 
Bewilder. Beyond 
Bible(N.T.,Revelations) 

Waver (also S) 
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Voltage.Vortical.Vote 
Voter.Vortex.Vulture(P) 
Wag.Wagon.Walk(P) 
Waltz(VN).Waddle(S) 
Waterpower(N).Way 
Waylay(S).Wayward 
Wayfarer(P).Weird(S,N) 
Wend.West-ward.What 
Wheel-wright.Whence 
Wheelbarrow(SV).Where 
Wherefore. Whether 
Which.Why.Whirl.Whisk 
Whither(S).Whirlpool(N) 
Whirlwind(Me).Who -m 
Whoever. Wild. Wilful  
Wilderness(P).Will 
Wind.Winding.Wobble(S) 
Wolf(S).Wriggle 
Writhe.Wringer(S) 
Wronged(P).Wizard(P) 
You.Yours.Yon -der 
"You ran us"(accusative) 
"You run us"(plea) 
Yankee.X-ray machine 
Zerohour(P).Zigzag 
Zoo.Zoology -ist(SN) 

Bigamy -ist.Bilk 
Billow. Bisexual 
Birds(as a species) 
Blanch.Bleach -ery 
Bliss(orgasmic).Blood(V) 
Bloat.Blond.Bluff 
Boom. Boost. Botany -ist 
Borrow.Both.Bottle(S) 
Bounce.Brine.Bubble 
Brotherhood(V).Bunco 
Bouy -ancy.Butterfly 
Business(corporate) 
Cadence.Cabinet.Can 
Camouflage(S).Canada 
Canadian. Canal. Canopy 
Candid -ate.Canvass 
Capacity. Caprice -ious 
Chaos. Captivate -ing 
Cardinal.Cathartic(U,P) 
Catholic. Ceiling. Cello 
Chlorine. Christmas 
Circumnavigate.Clan 
Clairvoyance.Clarify 
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Clear.Clue.Coffee(P) 
Colony. Colonial. Colonel 
Comatose.Come.Coming 
Commingle. Commonwealth 
Communism. Community 
Communion. Compassion 
Complete.Conceivable 
Confederacy(U).Conduce 
Confession -al.Confide 
Confidant. Confidence 
Confidential.Confuse 
Congregation(S).Consul 
Congress -man(S).Cosmic 
Convention. Cooperation 
Corporation law(J) 
Co-respondent. Cosmology 
Cosmopolitan.Credence 
Counterfeit.Credible 
Credentials(J).Creed 
Credulous.Credit -or 
Crest.Crew.Crystal.Cue 
Culminate(U).Damp 
Dancing(the rhythm of) 
Dally. Daydream. Decant 
Defer.Delicacy(V).Delude 
Deluge. Democracy. Deploy 
Denouement.Derrick(U) 
Desert -ion.Desire 
Detect -ion.Detective(P) 
Dew.Diaphanous.Dilate 
Dilute.Disarray.Disclose 
Disinfect.Disloyal -ty 
Disperse.Dissemble -r 
Dissolve.Distend -tion 
Diver -s.Divination.Dome 
Divulge.Drench.Drizzle 
Drift.Dribble(S).Dual 
Dupe. Ecstasy. Effusion 
Effervesce.Elastic -ity 
Elation(V).Elevator(U) 
Elusive.Elucidate(Me) 
Embezzle -r(M).Enchant 
Encore.Encourage(M) 
Enema(S).Enlighten(Me) 
Enlist(M).Engulf 
En rapport. Enrapture 
Ensemble.Enthuse -iasm 
Entice.Entire.Ether 
Entre nous.Erotic -ism 
Errant(U).Epicene.Evade 
Evanescent. Every -body 
Everything. Excess -ive 

Exhibition -ism.Exile 
Exhibitor(Mo).Exoteric 
Exorbitance. Expansion 
Exotic.Expectation 
Exports(U).Exploitation 
Expose.Exposition.Exude 
Exterior. Extension. Fade 
Fable. Faint. Fanciful 
Fascination. Faith 

*Faithful(full of faith) 
*Faithless(to duty, etc) 
Fake.Fakir.Farsight -ed 
Fairy.Faun.Fay.Feign 
Ferry. Fickle. Fictitious 
Fiddle. Fiduciary. Film 
Filmdom.Firmament.Flask 
Flaunt.Fleece.Fleet(navy) 
Flexible(V).Flier.Flimsy 
Flighty.Flit.Float -ation 
Flock.Flood.Flotsam(P) 
Flow -ing.Flown.Flotilla 
Flue.Fluid.Flume.Flute 
Foam.Ford.Forebode -ing 
Forecast. Forsaken 
Forest. Foresight 
Forestall(S).Foretaste 
Fount -aim. Frank. Fraud 
Froth. Fresh. Freshet 
Fumigate. Furlough 
Fusion.Future -ist 
Galaxy. Galosh. Galore 
Gargle.Garter.Garret 
Gas. Gasoline. Gauze 
Gentile.Gelatine.Glass 
Generalissimo.Glide 
Glamour(V).Germicide 
Glacial -ier(S).Gob 
Globetrotter. Glycerine 
Goat.Graft -er Green 
Gregarious.Group 
Gusher(U).Gulf.Gull 
Gullible.Gurgle.Gypsy 
Harem.Haze.Heave(U) 
Heaven. Height. Helium 
Helterskelter.Herd 
High.Highlands.Hill 
Hermaphrodite. Hoax 
Hertz waves.Highflyer 
Highseas.Hoggish.Hoist 
Hollywood.Hope-ful 
Horoscope(predictive) 
Hour.Houseboat.Hover.  

Humane. Humanity 
Humanitarian -ism(J) 
Humbug. Humid. Hydrate 
Hydraulics(U).Hydrogen 
Hydro-electric(U) 
Hydrocephalvq.Hyperbole 
Hypnotism(U).Hypodermic 
Hypothesis.Ice-berg(S) 
Iceboat.Ice cream(V) 
Icicle(S),Ideal 
Imbue. Illimitable 
Imagine -ation -ive 
Immeasurable. Immerge 
Immensity. Implicate 
Impester.Imposition 
Impractical. Inchoate 
Impressionable.Infuse 
Improvident. Impersonal 
Inconstant. Indefinite 
Indeterminate. Inflate 
Incorporate. Ineffable 
Indiscriminate 
Infinite(conscious of) 
Inflate. Inexhaustible 
Inexpressible. Infuse 
Infatuation.Innovation 
Innumerable. Insatiable 
Insight. Inspiration 
Instability.Insurance(M) 
Interdependence 
Interlace. Intermingle 
International. Intrust 
Interstate. Interstitial 
Introspection(S) 
Intuition. Inundation 
Inveigle.Irre pressive 
Irresponsible. Irrigate 
Isinglass(S).Jade 
January(New Years) 
Jelly.John Doe(P) 
Kerosene. Ketchup. Lark 
Kidnap(P).Ladder 
Lagoon. Lather. Launch 
Lave.Lavatory.Laxative 
League.Leak.Legendary 
Legion. Levity. Libido 
Legislate(UJ).Lift 
Light(wt.).Limber.Limpid 
Liquid -ation.Lithe 
Loft -y.Longing.Loose 
Lubricate. Lucid. Lure 
Lute.Macrocosm.Magic 

*See Saturn 



Magician.Magdalen 
Magnet -ic -ism.Magnify 
Majority. Manifold. Many 
Marine -r.Maritime.Maroon 
Marvel -ous.Medley.Mercy 
Melodrama(V).Melodious(V) 
Mermaid.Mesa.Mingle(V) 
Migrate(U).Millenium 
Miscellaneous.Mist 
Mistletoe.Mix -ture 
Monopoly(S).Moreover 
More.Mormon.Morrow 
Most.Mountain(U).Much 
Multifarious.Multitude 
Mushroom.Mutability(U) 
Mutton.MUtual -ity(V) 
Myriad. Mythology. Naked 
Natant.Nation -al(S) 
Nature fakir(S).Nautical 
Naval.Navy.Navigation 
Navigator. Nazarene 
Necromancy.Neology(U) 
Neophyte.Neurotic 
Nerves(sympathetic) 
Neurasthenia. Neutron 
New.News.Newfangled(U) 
New Thot.New Years 
Nomad.Notoriety.Novel 
Novelty.Nozzle.Nude 
Nudist.Nurse.Nymph 
Nymphomania.Oasis 
Obsession(S).Obviate 
Ocean -ic.Offing.Often 
Oil -iness.Omen(Mo) 
Omission.Omit.(to act) 
Open -ly. Optimism -ist 
Oracle.Organ -ic -ize 
Organism. Organization 
Orgasm.Osmose.Ostracism 
Our -s.Out.Outside 
Ornithology -ist.Others 
Outermost.Outstretch 
Outward-bound(U).Over 
Overt.Overseas.Pagan(U) 
Pail(S).Pale.Pajamas 
Pallid.Pan.Panacea(V) 
Pane.Pantheism 
Pantology.Parable(Me) 
Parachute(S).Paraffin 
Paramour.Paranoia(S) 
Parchment(S).Patriarch 
Peak(U).Pecan.Pellucid 
Pelt.Parvenu(J or U) 

NEPTUNE (N) (cont.) 

Pending. Penetrable 
Pennant. Perennial 
Perhaps.Permeable 
Perspicuity.Perspire(M) 
Pervade.Philander -er 
Pineal.Pinnacle.Plural 
Pipedream.Plurality 
Pneumatic.Politician 
Politics.Polyandry 
Political(N).economy(S) 
Polygamy.Polytechnic(U) 
Pool.Portend.Possible 
Population.Possibility 
Posterity.Postpone 
Precocious.Predict -ion 
Premature(U).Presume 
Premonitory. Prescience 
Presentment. Presuppose 
President(M).Pretend -er 
Presumption. Pretext 
Prevision.Prolific 
Procrastination -or 
Prognosticate -ion 
Promiscuous. Promise 
Promissory note(Me) 
Promote -or.Prophecy 
Prophesy. Propaganda 
Prophet. Proselyte 
Protoplasm. Providence 
Pseudonym(Me).Psychic 
Public -ation.Pump 
Psychology(U,P).0uack 
Publisher(S).Publicity 
Press Agent.Quixotic 
Ragtime(VS).Raise.Rain 
Rainbow.Raft -er.Raw 
Rambler(U).Ranger(U) 
Rarefy.Realization 
Rear Admiral(S) 
Receivable.Receiver(V) 
Receivership.Reassure 
Redundance(J).Renew -al 
Rejuvenate(V).Refresh 
Receptive.Republic -an 
Resilient.Reveal -ing 
Revelation.Revival 
Rhapsody.Rhythm -ic 
Rickets.Rink.Rinse 
Ripple.Roam.Romance 
Romantic.Roof.Rover 
Rubber.Sail -or.Saline 
Salt.Salvage.Saturate 
Salvation Army(M) 
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Sarcoma.Savior.Sea 
Scaffold(S).Schooner 
Scope.Scow.Scupper 
Seafaring. Seaside 
Seeession.Seclusion(S) 
Seduce -r -tion(P) 
Seeing(through,into) 
Seer.Senate -or(J) 
Sensibility. Sensitive 
Seraphic.Sham.Shelf(S) 
Sex(consummation) 
Sheep.Shepherd.Shin 
Ship -per -ing.Shower 
Sieve.Silk.Simulate 
Siren. Skate. Ski. Skiff 
Skim.Sky.Skyscraper(S) 
Slippery. Sloop. Sluice 
Snow(S).Soak.Soar.Soda 
Solution. Soluble. Solve 
Soon(U).Soothsayer 
Sorcerer.South.Soviet 
Space -ious.Spire(M) 
Spendthrift. Sponge 
Spray. Sprite. Spring -y 
Sprinkle. Squadron 
Stairway(S).Statesman 
Steam(M).Steamer 
Stellar. Stimulant 
Stocking. Stray. Stream 
Stretch.Stretcher(M,S) 
Stupendous. Subsidy 
Sublimate. Subsidiary 
Sucker.Suction.Summit 
Success(publicity,etc) 
Succor.Suffuse 
Superannuate(JS) 
Superdreadnaught(M) 
Supersede. Superficial 
Superfluous. Supple 
Supersalesman(UV) 
Supply. Superlative 
Supplement. Support 
Supposition -al.Surf 
Susceptible. Suspender 
Suspension(S).Swan 
Swarm.Swim -mer.Swoon 
Swindle. Swollen 
Sympathy.Syndicate(J) 
Tableland(S).Talisman 
Tantalize.Tattoo(MS) 
Tea. Teem. Telepathy 
Temptation. Tenuity 
Theosophy(S).There 



Throng.Through -out 
Timber.Timothy.Too 
Tomorrow.Top.Total 
Tire(auto).Tourmaline 
Tower. Transatlantic 
Trance.Transpacific 
Transfuse.Trust -ful 
Translucent.Trustee 
Transmigration(U) 
Transparent. Tumor 
Turret. Unabridged 
Unanimous.Unattained 
Unearned.Ulterior 
Universal.Unlimited 
Unmask.Unravel.Unroll 
Unreserved.Unstable. 

Abnormal(sub.norm.) 
Abscess.Absinthe(N) 
Absurd -ity.Abysmal 
Abyss.Accused(U) 
Acne.Addle -headed 
Adulterate.Alias(N) 
Alms(V).Ambush(Su) 
Alcoholism.Amnesia 
Ambergris(NJ).Angler 
Ambulance(U).Amorphous 
Animalcule.Annihilate 
Anonymous.Antichrist 
Ant.Apache(M).Aphid 
Aphasia(Me).Apocryphya 
Argot.Asafetida(M) 
Assassin(M).Atrocity 
Atropin(N).Atrophy 
Asylum(S).Bacillus 
Bacteria. Bad. Bad form 
Bateriology -ist(SNU) 
Baffle.Balderdash.Bat 
Bandit(M).Bastara(U) 
Bawdy.Bed -lam.Bemire 
Bedridden(S).Blank 
Besmirch. Blase. Bog 
Bible(Apocrypha) 
Blather(Me).Blotch 
Blowfly.Bootlegger(N) 
Blood-poison.Boot-Y-
Brothel(V).Cancer 
Casino(VU).Castaway 
Cent -ime.Cesspool(N) 
Charity(J).Chasm.Cigar 
Booze.Bosh.Botch.Bots 

NEPTUNE (N) (cont.) 

Unshod.Untried.Unveil 
Upcast(U).Uphold(S) 
UP.Upturn(U).UPlift 
Upward.Utopia.Vagary 
Vacillate.Vamp(P) 
Vapor.Varicose 
Vascular.Vaso motor(U) 
Vegetarian.Ventilate 
Verdure.Vertical 
Viaduct(S).Violin -ist 
Vision -ary.Visualize 
Vitrify(M).Voluminous 
Volatile.Voyage -r 
Vulnerable. Wanderlust 
Wade.Wander.Wanting 
Wash -out.Wan.Water 

PLUTO (P) 

Chatter(Me).Cigarette 
Cocaine(N).Common 
Contaminate.Convict 
Corrupt.Crazy(Mo,Me) 
Crime(in general) 
Crimiaal.Cripple 
Crucible(M).Crumb 
Culpable.Cuspidor 
Daffy.Debacle(U).Decay 
Debase(S).Debauch -ee 
Debility.Debris.Detail 
Decadence.Decompose 
Decrepit(S).Defile 
Defective.Deformity(U) 
Delelet.Degeneracy -ate 
Delirious. Degradation 
Demolish. Demon. Deprave 
Derelict.Destitution 
Desert(waste places) 
Destruction. Devil 
Detective(UN).Devilry 
Devastate(U).Devoid 
Dice.Dilapidate.Disown 
Disable -d.Disease -d 
Disappearance(S) 
Dishonor.Disorder(N) 
Dreams(N).Efface.Erase 
Eraser(N),Empty -iness 
Enigma -tic.Entomology 
Epidemic(N).Eradicate 
Espionage(N).Erosion(M) 
Evacuate.EvilExhaust 
Expunge.Farthing.Fen 
Enfeeble. Enervate 
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Waterfall(S).Wave -y 
Watermain.White  
Waterpower(U).Wet 
Weak(of muscle).Whim 
Whimsical. Whitecap 
White House (S).Wish 
Whenever(U).Whole 
Wholesale. Wholesome 
Wile.Windlass -mill(U) 
Windshield(M).Window 
Wonder. Woolgathering 
Wool.World.Witchery 
Yacht.Yeast.Yearn 
Yogi.Yule-tide.Zeal 
Zealot.Zealous 
Zenith.Zeppelin 

Faux pas(U).Fatuity 
Feeble(S).Felon(S) 
Ferret. Fertilizer. Fish 
Fetid.Filth.Fishery(N) 
Flea.Flounder.Foolish 
Folly.Footpad.Foul 
Frowzy.Futile -ity 
Gamble -r(UJ).Gangrene 
Gangeter.Garbage.Germ 
Gnat.Godless.Guilt -y 
Gunman(U,M).Gutter.Hag 
Hades.Hash-ish -house 
Hairsplitting(U).Hell 
Helium.Hobo.Hodge-podge 
Hole.Hollow.Hoodlum 
Hoof. Hooligan. Hospital 
Humidor.Hunchback(S,U) 
Hussy,Idler.Ignominy 
Improper. Imp. Immodest 
Immoral. Immethodical 
Impiety(U),Improbity 
Imperceptible. Impure 
Inanity. Incognito 
Indecency. Indolence 
Incomphrehensible 
Infamous.Infection 
Indistinguishable 
Infernal. Infinitesimal 
Iniquity.Inoculate(N) 
Insane(Mo,ME)Inutility 
Inscrutable. Insensible 
Invalid -ism. Intemperate 
Insignificant.Item-ize 
Infirmity(S),Inglorious 
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It.Kidnap(N).Lack.Lame 
Lax.Lazy.Lewd.Lice.Limp 
Listless.Lawless(U).Loss 
Loot.Lost.Lose.Lust 
Liar(Me).Maggot.Maim(MS) 
Malaria.Malefactor.Marsh 
Malformation(U).Mice 
Matches(M).Microbe.Mire 
Micro-organisms.Minutae 
Microcosm. Microscopist 
Miscreant.Misdemeanor 
Mistress.Moult.Molten(M) 
Monster -rous.Morass 
Mortification.Mcsquito 
Motley(N).Muck.Mud -dy 
Muss.Mystery.Mysterious 
Mysticism(N).Nag.Nasty 
Narcotic(N).Naughty 
Nebulous.Nefarious 
Neither.Neutrar.Nickel 
Never.Nicotine.Nil 
Nightmare(NS).Nihilism 
Nobody.Nondescript.None 
Nonentity.Nonsense(V) 
Nothing. Nugatory. Null 
Nuisance. Nullify 
Obliterate.Oblivion. -ous 
Obscure.Obnoxious.Odieus 
Obscene.Offal.0oze.Orgy 
Offscouring.Opiate 
Oppobrious.Orphan-age(V) 
Oyster.Parasite.Paresis 
Pariah.Pathology.Pauper 
Peat.Pence.Penniless(S) 
Penology(S).Perdition 
Pernicious. Perversion 
Petty.Pest -iferous.Pipe 

Pestilence.Petroleum 	Suppuration. Swag. Swamp 
Pimple.Pilfer(M).Pock 	Swill.Syphilis.Taint 
Pirate(MN).Piscatory 	Tapeworm.Tarnish.Toe 
Phosphorus.Plague.Poker Tawdry.Tobacco.Toxemia 
Plunder(M).Plumbing(N) 	Toxic -in.Tramp(U).Trash 
Poison.Pollute.Puddle(N) Treachery.Treason(U) 
Pore.Prostitute.Punk 	Trickster.Trivial.Ulcer 
Psychoanalysis(N).Pus 	Turpitude.Twaddle.Unfit 
Putrefaction.Puzzle -ing Trumpery.Underhand -ed 
Ptomaine.Pyemia.Rabble Undermine.Undertow.Undue 
Quicksand(U).Raffle 	Underworld.Unexplored 
Random. Ragamuffin. Rancid Unknown. Unconscious 
Ransack(U).Rascality 	Unemployment.Ungrammatic 
Ravage.Ribald.Reprobate Ungodly.Unhealthy.Unholy 
Renegade(U).Revolting(U) Unimportant.Unprincipled 
Revile.Riddle.Ridiculous Unlucky(S).Unredeemable 
Riff-raff.Risque.Rogue Unscrupulous.Unrighteous 
Rot -ten.Ruins(S).RustfM) Unsavory.Unsound.Unwell 
Rubbish.Rummage(U).Scum Untruth.Unwholesome 
Scamp.Scapegrace.Septic Unwise.Unworthy.Useless 
Scavenger.Sedition(M) 	Vacate.Vacant.Vacuum 
Septicemia.Sewage.Shoe(S) Vacuum-tube(U).Vagabond 
Shiftless. Shipwreck 	Vagrancy.Vain.Vanity(V,J) 
Shoplifter(MJ).Shrew 	Valueless.Vampire.Vandal 
Shyster.Silly.Sin.Sink Vanish.Venom.Vermin 
Slag.Slang.Slattern 	Vice -ious.Victim.Vile 
Sleep.Sleuth(UN).Slime 	Vilify.Virulent.Vitiate 
Slipshod. Sloth. Slough 	Villain.Virus.Vomit.Void 
Slumber. Smallpox. Smut 	Vulgar. Vulgarian -ity 
Smelter(M).Sot.Spawn 	Vulture(U).Waif. Wallow 
Somnambulism(U).Spoil 	Wanton(N).Waste -r.Weed 
Spurious. Squander. Stench Waterlogged(N).Weak -ling 
Subvert.Stoolpigeon 	Weasel. Weedy. Weevil 
Subconscious(N).Sully 	Wench.Wicked.Worthless 
Submarine(NM).Submerge(S) Wizard(UN).Worse.Wretch 
Subterfuge. Sulphur -eous Wretched.Wreck.Wrecker 
Subterranean.Sunken 	Wayfarer(U).Yeggman(M) 

Zero.Zinc(S).Zymotic 
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The conjunction (0 Degrees) and every 15 degrees or multiples thereof 
are electrical axes found in various substances capable of taking on a crys-
talline structure in passing from a liquid or fused state to a solid. These 
axes intersect, forming mutual angles. 	These same angular relations (which 
in astrology are termed "aspects") between the planets, as seen from the 
earth, the stage of our life dramas, at the times of our births,define the 
patterns of our lives as expressed in personality, health, aptitudes, cir- 
cumstances, etc. 	Why this is so is being made clear by the advance of ele- 
ctrophysics. 

For simplicity each 15 degrees of the circle may be viewed, broadly, as 
alternately positive and negative, extrovertive and introvertive. In this 
general sense we tabulate them into two groups, as follows: 

A. Aspects 

Angle 
of 

Aspect  
0 
30 
60 
90* 
120 
150 

East Planet 
Tone Subtone  
Mercury Mercury 
Mercury Mars 
Venue Saturn 
Mars 	Neptune 
Mars 	Mercury 
Jupiter Mars 

West Planet 
Tone Subtone 

*Pluto Pluto 
Pluto Neptune 
Neptune Saturn 
Neptune Mars 
Uranus Mercury 
Saturn Neptune 

B. Aspects 

Angle 
of East Planet West Planet 

Aspect Tone Subtone Tone Subtone 
15 Mercury Venus Pluto Pluto 
45 Venus Jupiter Pluto Uranus 
75 Venus Uranus Neptune Jupiter 
105 Mars Pluto Uranus Venus 
135 Jupiter Venus Uranus Pluto 
165 Jupiter Jupiter Saturn Uranus 
180 *Jupiter Jupiter Saturn Saturn 

*See Examples on the Nature of Aspects , pages 28-33 

In your initial studies in interpreting your horoscope you may, for 
simplicity, adhere to this general classification into A and B aspects using, 
for the most part, words of good qualities when the planet forms any of the 
A aspects (See*above) with other planets, and the words of bad qualities 
when the planet forms any of the B aspects(See *above). 	By this simple me- 
thod alone you will find your horoscope a mine of information. 

However,this rough and ready distinction of aspects into just two groups 
is not strictly true nor complete, for each aspect in both groups has a ser-
ies of far more specific meanings, some good and some bad; and these you must 
consider when you become more familiar with the following instructions. 	The 
truth is, each aspect, like each planet, is good for something and also good 
for nothing (bad for some things). 	We can obtain some good from any aspect 
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if we use it for its right purpose, and we may suffer through any aspect if 
we try to use it out of time, place and purpose. 	Therefore you must learn 
more about each arm (end) of each aspect. To this end study very carefully  
what now follows. 

When any two planets form any aspect except an exact conjunction, they 
are respectively east and west of each other in the zodiac, and as shown by 
the tone and sub-tone planets(given above)the aspect has a very different mean-
ing for each of the two planets forming the aspect. Refer now to your horo- 
scope. 	Suppose Jupiter (any planet) was on the line between Sagittarius and 
Capricorn and Venus (any planet) was on the line between Aquarius and Pisces. 
Then the angle between Jupiter and Venus, as seen from the earth,E (or center 
of the horoscope) would be just two signs, or 60 degrees, as each sign has 30 
degrees, the 12 signs making the 360 degrees of the circle of the heavens. 
In such a case (Venus(V) would be east of Jupiter and Jupiter would be west 
of Venus. 	But suppose Venus was on the line between Libra and Scorpio. 	In 
such a case Venus and Jupiter would still form a 60 degree angle, but Venus 
would be west of Jupiter and Jupiter east of Venus. Venus, Jupiter and Nep-
tune (or any other planets) were in the relations V,J,N, corresponding to 
Aries,Cancer and Libra (or any other signs in like relations), Venus would 
be 90 west of Neptune, Neptune 90 east of Venus and 90 west of Jupiter, Jupi-
ter 90 east of Neptune, and Venus and Jupiter equally east and west of each 
other by opposition (180). 	It should be clear that no matter what the angle 
between the planets, east in the zodiac is anti-clockwise(as Capricorn, Aqua-
rius, Pisces, Etc) and west is clockwise (as Sagittarius,Scorpio,Libra, etc) 
throughout the entire circle. 	Centuries ago the early astrologers used the 
terms "dexter" and "sinister", and rightly made a great distinction in inter-
pretation. This distinction has been obscured and neglected in modern times, 
and it is herewith restored and revised in a manner admitting of unlimited 
elaboration. 

Therefore in the A and B crude groupings of aspects there is given under 
"East Planet" and "West Planet", the planetary tone and subtone of each arm 
of each aspect. The reason for this will appear in a later work; meanwhile 
accept the fact and use it. Thus for the 120 degree aspect the eastern plan-
et in the aspect takes upon its own word nature a tone, of the planet Mars and 
a subtone of the planet Mercury. The western planet in this aspect takes upon  
its own nature a tone of Uranus and a subtone of Mercury. For example: The 
planet holding the east arm would retain its own word nature - but it would 
also make one executiTie—(Mars minded (Mercury). 	The planet holding the west 
arm would retain its own word nature, but it would also express its qualities 
through inventive (Uranus) mindedness(Mercury). 	Mr. Henry Ford's horoscope 
shows four close 120 degree aspects by way of verifying this principle. 	In- 
deed it is only by reason of these tone and subtone principles("wheels within 
wheels") that the Sun, Moon and 8 planets and 13 aspects can and do govern 
life in all its modern complexities -- traits, activities, conditions. 

Just a few contrasting definitions of aspects will follow to aid you in 
using The Astrological Dictionary and in reasoning out for yourself hundreds 
of other details about each aspect and the vast distinction between its east 
and west arm in each case. In this you are always to make the words of qual-
ities of the subtone planet serve the words of qualities of the tone planet, 
and both serve the word nature of the planet forming the aspect. At first 
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this will appear as a difficult or impossible feat of analysis and synthesis; 
but as you become more familiar with the words listed under each planet you 
will get so clear a picture of what each rules in all parts of speech, that 
you will become amazed over what you will discover about yourself as you per-
sist in developing your powers of deduction and inference. It is just a matt-
er of combining and recombining the hcroscopically indicated words. 

N.B. -- In studying your horoscope, or in using the aspects and diction-
ary for checking up on world events in the figures of eclipses and lunations, 
you must not depend entirely on the following fragmentary aspect meanings, 
but rather learn by studying "Example 2" how to make up other aspect phrases 
or meanings from the words connoting the tone and subtone planets thereby 
extending your understanding of any matter that may arise for study or judg-
ment. The cited meanings of each arm of the aspects are among those the 
author has tested, but the meanings are so many only a few can be given in 
this condensation. Even with the limited number of words in The Astrological 
Dictionary it is almost if not quite impossible to exhaust the specific mean- 
ings of the aspects. 	Each time you recombine their tone and subtone words 
you will add to your store of information and find it true. The same astrol-
ogical truths could not be discovered and collected by centuries of observa-
tion of horoscopes, but by this basic principle and the lists of words you 
can tell what planets and aspects are involved in most any problem, and know-
ing this you can scan the horoscope for the verification or answer to your 
problem. Neither mysticism nor intuition is involved. It is purely an order-
ly mechanical arrangement of all the allowable indicated words qualifying the 
planets forming the aspect and the planets constituting the tone and subtone 
of each end of the aspect. If you can in the least measure solve cross-word 
or jig-saw puzzles you can solve your horoscope by this method, making it a 
phonograph record or an automatic mechanical loudspeaker rendering your pro-
gram from the planets relative positions at the time of your birth. 

As heretofore Astrological texts have taught that 0,30,60,120 are "good" 
aspects, and the 45,90,135,180 are always "bad" aspects (while ignoring en-
tirely the 15, 75, 105 and 165), an added clarifying note on the 0,90,180 is 
given. But always consider each end of an aspect on its own merits or demer-
its. 
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In these citations East examples meanings to be blended with the word-
nature of the east planet, and West examples meanings to be blended with the 
word-nature of the west planet. 

0 or 360 Aspect  

This is termed conjunction; meaning with, while, during, unison, alpha 
and omega; 	the A to Z of anything; nothing (0) or everything (360);birth or 
idiocy on the one hand, or a complete span of life intellectually devoted to 
the things ruled by the planets forming the aspect. When, as in nearly all 
cases, this aspect is not exact, table A, page 25, shows its east arm (or 
planet) takes on the tones of Mercury, and its west arm the tones of Pluto. 
It is thus the aspect of mindless mind - lack (P) of intelligence (Me) - or 
the thinking (Me) and telling (Me) mind (Me) - oratory,eloquence, teacher, 
lecturer, writer, interpreter, etc. 

When the two planets are 2 to 5 degrees apart, the east planet tends to 
abortive beginnings in learning along lines ruled by the east planet, and the 
west planet falls a little short of completing its intellectual task in an 
fiTie  lifetime. 	The west planet may indicate either weakness, 	blunders, 
folly, or a mastery of nonsense,detail, precision, mystery(P). 

Representing either, or both, zero (0) and infinity (360), the conjunc-
tion is common in the horoscopes of those who approach life with either, or 
both, microscopic or telescopic vision rather than with a vision for ordinary 
volume, distance or time. 	They may be nonentities, unassuming scientists 
probing the infinitesmal, or macrocosmic giants of intelligence who know no 
expansive or elaboration limits and tolerate no half-measures (contrast with 
the 180). They may understand (Me) themselves or our solar system as but 
specks in infinity, or they may develop the idea (Me) that they are "IT" (P). 
Examples of the latter are Napoleon's and the ex-Kaiser's Mars conjunction 
Neptune - obsession (N) for world (N) conquest (M). 	In both cases Mars was 
east (alpha) and Neptune west (omega); their circle beginning in war (M) and 
ending in respective banishment (N) and abidcation (N). 	For examples of the 
better effect of conjunctions: 

(a) Sun conjunction Mercury: Bacon, Poe, Bergson, Tolstoi, Gladstone, 
Verne, Haggard, Maupaussant, Dante, Kant, Hardy, etc. 

(b) Sun conjunction genus: Shaw, Wagner, Shelley, etc. 
(c) Sun conjunction Mars; Henry Irving, Belasco, Edwin Booth, etc. 

Note that the first group expressed the intellectual and interpretative 
tone of Mercury as brilliant (Su) writers (Me), thinkers or speakers (Me). 
The second group expressed the intellectual Mercury tone as brilliant (Su), 
dramatist (V), composer (V) and poet (V). 	The third group expressed the in- 
tellectual tone of Mercury as brilliant (Su) actors (M). Now contrast these 
with the case of an idiot born with wide conjunctions of the Sun with Uranus, 
Moon and Mercury, all west of the Sun, taking a Pluto tone, thus crippling(P) 
the Moon, Mercury and Uranus faculties through his life (Su). Study the case 
of Kipling, with Sun 0 Jupiter and Mercury 0 Venus and Mars; or Shakespeare, 
with Moon 0 Sun, Venus 0 Neptune and Jupiter 0 Saturn. 

Try to familiarize yourself with these principles, as the other aspects 
must here be explained more briefly. 
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East Witty or learned (Me) company, companions, entertainers (V); re-
fined or polished (V) mentality (Me); writers, reciters or interpreters (Me) 
of drama, song, music, verse(V); humorous (V) books (Me); love (V) letters 
(Me); society (V) reporter (Me); errand (Me) boy (V); music (V) teacher (Me); 
school (Me) children (V); acceptance (V) speech (Me);consensus(V) of opinion 
(Me); letters or words (Me) of congratulation(V) or consolation (V); content-
ed (V) mind (Me); consistent (V) reasoning (Me); ease (V) in learning (Me); 
favorite (V) author (Me) or speaker (Me); lip (V) reading (Me); reconcilia-
tion (V) of theories (Me); signing (Me) of treaties (V); librettist (Me,V); 
vocalist (Me,V), etc. 

West - Baffling, mysterious obscure or unsolved (P) crimes (P); victim 
(P) of gangsters or the underworld (P); bedridden (P) invalids (P); lost (P) 
loot (P); foolish (P) intemperance (P); unknown (P) germs (P); incomprehen-
sible (P) disappearance(P); wretched (P) pariahs (P); unsolved (P) riddles or 
puzzles (P); sunken (P) wrecks (P); lack (P) of sleep (P); unredeemable (P) 
criminals (P); etc. 

30 Aspect  

East - Penetrating, cutting, ironical and argumentative (M) mind (Me) or 
speech (Me); brain, ear or throat (Me) surgeon (M), or students (Me) of surg-
ery (M); vigorous, active (M) mentality (Me); champions (M) of theories or 
in debate (Me,M); stolen (M) writings or ideas (Me) - plagiarism; intellectu-
al (Me) discord (M); annoying (M) rumors (Me); acrimonious (M) letters (Me); 
actor's (M) dialogue or rehearsal (Me); war (M) correspondent (Me); war (N) 
talk (Me); burned (M) manuscripts, books or documentA (Me); courage or defi-
ance (M) of opinion (Me); forceful (M) writing(Me); pointed (M) advice (Me); 
fiery (M) oratory (Me); angry (M) rejoinder (Me); sharp (M) tongue (Me), etc. 

West - Exposure (N) of crime or criminals (P); revealer (N) of mysteries 
(P); compassion (N) for the weak, foolish or crippled (P); petty (P) fraud or 
graft (N); salvage (N) of waste (P); raising (N) of wrecks (P); credit (N) 
losses (P); confession(N) of crime, weakness (P); evading (N) conviction (P); 
feigned (N) slumber (P); flood (N) wreckage (P);hypnotic (N) sleep (P); mar-
vel (N) at nothing (P); faith (N) in nobody (P); pending (N) dishonor (P); 
political (N) corruption (P); possible (N) vacancy (P); openly (N) bad (P) or 
pretended (N) wickedness(P); psychology (N) of sleep(P) and dreams (PN); gang 
(N) criminals (P), etc. 

45 Aspect  

East - Social (V) virtues and esteem (J); friend or companion (V) of no-
bility or the rich (J); easy (V) fortune (J); good (J) friends (V); gentlemen 
(J) of the jury (V); good (J) arbitrator or peacemaker (V); recommendation 
(J) of pardon or leniency (V); financial (J) gifts (V); famous (J) sculptor, 
poet, or composer (V); benefactor (J) to art (V); grand (J) opera (V); plenty 
(J) of leisure(V); precious (J) gems(V); reward (J) for favors (V); worthy 
(J) affection (V), etc. 

West - Wilful(U) blunders and follies(P); escape, reform or release (U) 
of criminals (P); discovery (U) of crime, germs, the vacuum-tube (P), etc; 
Inventor (U) or manufacturer (U) of tricks or puzzles (P); manufacture (U) 
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of cigars, cigarettes, fertilizer, etc (P); experiments (U) in the unknown 
(P) - "wizards"; walking (U) in sleep (P); gateway (U) to hades (P); auto or 
train (U) wreck-ers (P); sudden (U) loss, destruction or disappearance (P); 
go (U) to the bad (P); machine (U) junk (P); extraordinary (U) bad form (P); 
industrial (U) slack (P), etc. 

60 Aspect  

East• - Loyalty (S) in friends or attachments(V); elderly (S) friends (V); 
dependent (S) nate, children or near relatives (V); quiet (S) contentment (V); 
mining (S) of copper (V); hard work (S) in youth (V) and easements of leisure 
(V) in af,e (S); plain (S) but neat and clean tastes(V); easements (V) through 
thrift (S); printing or suppression (S) of plays, songs or verse (V); strict 
(S) wit'A mate or children (V); brief (S) visits (V); ancient (S) arts (V); 
hung (S) jury (V); timely (S) gifts (V); past (S) sinecures, enjoyments (V), 
etc. 

West - Mining (S) promotions, exploitations or fraud (N); shrinkage or 
st&bilization (S) of credit (N); merger (S) of corporations (N); deflation 
(7) of "watered" (N) values, or down (S) turn from inflations (N); duty (S) 
to humanity as a whole (N); debt (S) postponement (N) - moratoriums; declin-
ing (S) confidence (N); abolishment (N) of prisons or death (S) penalty; farm 
(S) abandonment (N); delayed (S) publications (N); disappointed (S) hopes (N), 
etc. 

75 Aspect  
East - Free (U) love (V); independence (U) of children (V); divorce (U) 

of mate (V); estrangement (U) from friends or near relatives (V); meddlesome 
(U) intimates (V); genius(U) for music, poetry, song, humor, drama (V); movie 
(U) plays and.players (V); the difficult (U) made easy (V); designers (U) of 
art (V) - engravers, jewelers, etc; broadcast (U) entertainers (V); foreign 
(U) tastes (V); masters (U) of humor (V); travel (U) for pleasure (V); dis-
tant (U) relatives (V); leader (U) of orchestra (V); Director (U) of plays 
(V); exchange (U) of favors'(V). 

West - Financial (J) booms, promotions or frauds (N); money (J) infla-
tion (N); good (J) credit (N); honest (J) politician (N); investment (J) 
trusts (N); great (J) hopes, faith, expectations (N); fortune (J) in oil (N); 
great (J) publicity (N); greater (J.) interdependence (N); better (J) forecast 
(N); fine (J) future (N); true (J) atonement (N); large (J) imagination (N); 
splendid (J) possibilities (N); new (N) laws (J) or legislation; philan-
thropy (JN); gold (J) shipments (N), etc. 

90 Aspect  

This aspect, termed a square, is "on the square" in proportion to its 
exactness. When it is 85 to 89 degrees it is under-square and tends to more 
or less unsquareness or crookedness - practiced or met with as the case may 
be. When it is 91 to 95 degrees, it is over-square or over-righteous and 
cheats oneself, or receives more than due from others, by giving and demand-
ing too much, or it makes for obnoxious moralizing and snobbery. The square 
is a "neutral phase", electrically speaking; meaning that when it is exact 
there is no "mutual induction" (inducement) between the two planets - nothing 
the one planet disposes to is influenced by the other. Hence there is often 
dealys and cross-purposes without mutual results. 	It stands for neutrality 
and delay alternated by precipitous action. 
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East - Highseas (N) accidents or wars (M); overseas or world (N) wars 
(M); national and naval defence (N) and offense (10; army (M) transports (N); 
steam (N) heat (M); postponed (N) action(M) - hence delays; Turkish baths (N) 
and massage (M); supplying (N) exercises (M); fire and accident (M) insurance 
(N); subordination of future(N) considerations to the merely expeditious(M); 
World (N) war (M) veterans (M); national or world (N) champiaps(M) - pugil-
ists, wrestlers, etc; inspirational (N) activities (M); credit (N) emergency 
(M); world (N) discord (M); assumed (N) parts or roles (M) - actors; water 
(N) hydrants (M); oil (N) fires (M); premonition (N) of danger (M); forecast 
(N) of events (M), etc. 

West - High (N) corporation or public (N) executives (M) - president, 
etc; cuts (M) in the navy (N); strengthening (M) of credit (N); act (M) on 
foresight (N) or shape action (M) to ideals, faith, hope or expectations (N); 
red-cross (M) nurse (N); accidents (M) to aviators (N), or wounded (M) sail-
ors (N); armament(M)abolishment or postponement (N); army (M) deserters (N); 
strengthening (M) of interdependence (N); eager (M) enthusiasm (N); perform 
(M) in public (N); wrangling (M) politicians (N); fearless (N) zeal (N), etc. 

N.B. The tone and subtone of one arm of this aspect is exactly reversed 
in the other. This makes the square contradictory - action (M) based on fore-
sight (N) and foresight (N) learned through rash (M) action (M), postponed 
(N) action (M) and then lucid (N) action (M) based on vision (N) or on trust-
ing (N) to providence (N). 

105 Aspect  

East - Wrecking (P) or crippling (P) accidents (M); submarine (P) de-
fence or attack (M); criminal (P) assault or murder (M); wastage or devasta-
tion (P) by fire or war (M); burning (M) of rubbish (P); ulcer or cancer (P) 
operations (MY; disabled (P) war veterans (M); erosion (P) of iron or steel 
(M); espionage (P) in war (M); weak (P) defences (M); foolish (P) action 
(M); infected (P) wounds (M); empty (P) box (M); defective (P) heart (M); de-
void (P) of courage; lost (P) battles, contest, spunk (M), etc. 

West - Love (V) freedom, adventure, quest, travel, antiques, races, for-
eign parts (U); affectinnal (V) estrangements or divorce (U); designer or 
manufacturer (U) of gowns, children's (V) frocks; art(V) of caricature (U); 
artistic (V) genius (U); dramatic(V) plots (U) - originators of plays, songs, 
verse (V); love of or marriage to (V) divorced (U) persons; love (V) jealous-
ies (U); travelling salesmen(UV); attract (V) strap ere (U), but disagree 
(U) with intimates (V); welcome (V) change (U); like (V) to boss (U), meddle 
(U); tastes (U) change (U). 

120 Aspect  

This aspect, termed a trine, symbolizes a good "try, try again", striv- 
ing (M) for unique (U) authority (U) in some special (U) field. 	It is often 
given to experimentation, invention, exploration, manufacturing, reform (U), 
but because of the Mercury subtones it puts much thought (Me) into effort. 

East - Intellectual (Me) executive (M); courage and defence (M) of opin-
ions (Me), but sarcasm and irony (M); clever (Me) in steel or metal (M) 
construction (M); logical (Me) in debate (Me,M); sharp (M) wits (Me); war (M) 
correspondent (Me); may suffer from plagiarism (stolen (M) writings (Me); 
writes (Me) forcefully (M); verbal (Me) contention (M), etc. 
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West - Mentally (Me) original, creative, inventive, independent (U); ex-

periments (U) with ideas and theories (Me); understanding (Me) of machine (U) 
production, distribution, transportation, physics, electricity (U); foreign 
(U) correspondent (Me); writer (Me) of advertising, adventure, astrology, 
physics, engineering, electricity (U); broadcast (U) announcer or speaker 
(Me); telephone (Me) engineer (U); story (Me) plots (U); exchange (U) quota-
tions (Me); translator (U) or revisor (U) of books (Me); educational (Me) re-
form (U); consulting(Me) engineer (U); daily (U) columnist (Me); freelance 
(U) writer (Me), etc. 

Trines are the explainers (Me) of the why, which and whither (U). 

135 Aspect  

East - Friend (V) of or among the wealthy (J), honored or respected (J); 
easy (VT-Money (J); grand (J) jury (V) - or 45 East; money or success (J) 
from music, plays, drama, songs or amusement (V) field; ambassador (J) and 
diplomat (V); lavish or good (J) tastes(V); gifts (V) of money(J) to friends 
(V); wealth (J) through mate (V); social (V) excellence (J); children (V) 
fortunate (J); leisure (V) in abundance (J); marriage (V) to nobility (J); 
lenient or kindly (V) judge (J); social (V) justice or rights (J); generous 
(J) praise or applause (V); court (J) of equity (V) - or 45 East; easing (V) 
of taxation (J); Lady (V) Bountiful (J); good (J) morals (V) - also 45 East; 
social (V) prestige (J); popular (V) ruler, sovereign (J); garment (V) stores 
(J); accept (V) the honors (J); please (V) the court (J); agreeable (V) to 
law (J); social (V) betterment (J); love (V) of justice (J), etc. 

West - Crimes(P) of jealousy or passion (U); lack or loss(P) of liberty, 
power, authority or locomotion (U); wasted (P) creative (U) talent, initiative 
(U), speed or venturesomeness (U); lost (P) cause (U); criminal or debauchee 
(P) reform (U); gamble (P) on races (U); devastating (P) cyclones, storms or 
earthquakes (U); limping (P) gait (U); lost (P) in blizzard (U); wreck (P) by 
explosion (U); rum (P) runners (U); unemployment (P) in industry (U); infern-
al(P) machines*(U), etc. 

150 Aspect  

East - Defendant (M) at law (J) and attorney (J) for the defence (N); 
battle (M) of rights (J); stolen (N) goods, merchandise or money (J); merit 
or medals (J) for valor (N); war (M) honors (J); good (J) executive (M); 
strengthening (M) of banking (J) laws (J); contention (M) over money (J); de-
fence (M) of honor (J); police (M) courts (J); keen (M) critic (J); hardware 
(M) store (J); etc. 

West - Farm (S) credit (N) - mortgages;deferred (N) debts (S) - mora-
toriums; credit and inflation (N) deflation (S); fake, abandoned or exploit-
ed (N) mines (S); shrinkage (S) of shipping and exports (N); world (N) de-
pression (S); private (S) confessionals (N); abhorrent (S) of nature fakirs 
(N); concealed (S) fraud (N); hold (S)-ups (N); whites (N) in the North (S), 
etc. See 60 West, which reverses the tones; as up (N) holds (S); darkies (S) 
in the South (N), etc. 

165 Aspect  

East - Legal (J) justice (J); civil (J) law or rights (J); supreme (J) 
court (J); His Honor (J), the judge (J); tax (J) assessments (J); better (J) 
banking and finance (J); exoneration (J) by the court (J); parliamentary (J) 
law (J); investment (J) values (J); registrar (J) of titles (J); capital (J) 
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investment (J); the goody (J) good (J); large (J) wealth (J); gold (J) stan-
ard (J)? - or 135 East? 

West - Mining (S) engineer (U); railway or highway (U) builder or con-
tractor (S); farm (S) tractors (U); heavy (S) trucks (U); freight (S) trans-
portation (U); division or subdivision (U) of property (S); farmer's (S) 
strikes, riots, or revolt (U); industrial (U) depression (S) or revival (U) 
of consumption (S); electro (U)-chemistry (S); daily (U) press (S); industri-
al(U)mergers(S); rubbing(U) behind (S); going (U) to wait (S); power (U) uti-
lities (S), etc. 

180 Aspect  

This aspect, an opposition, naturally means opposition, enemies,conflict 
within oneself and with others. 	Being a half-circle it stands for half-mea- 
sures. When this aspect is exact it takes a blended tone of Saturn and Jupi-
ter - noble (J) purposes allied with onerous duties (S), prolonged weighing 
(S) of the right (J), almost simultaneous success(J) and failure(S). Example 
Woodrow Wilson, who went to Europe for the good (J) of civilization (J) and 
so soon returned a crushed (S) and beaten (S) man. 

However, when, as usually, this aspect is a few degrees more and less 
than 180, consider its east arm Jupiter-Jupiter, and its west arm Saturn-Sa-
turn, as listed under B aspects, page 25. In such case note as follows: 

East - Much like 165 East; bringing great (J) honors and fortune (J); 
positions wherein great (J) good (J) and unimpeachable (J) integrity (J) is 
the aim or expected of one. BUT - 

West - Stern judgment, discipline, austerity, humiliation, silence, sec- 
recy, slave or victim of precedent, doubt or fear (S). 	Doying, declining, 
frustrating, and either very greedy or very selfless (S). 	Opposition of the 
masses (S), arrest (S) of efforts to half-measures (180) and defeat (S) in 
time (S). 	Example: Contrast (a) Calvin Coolidge, with Sun 180 Saturn, Sun 
east and Saturn west, whose administration began with ceremonial simplicity 
(S) one night in a New England farmhouse (S) and ended in what was supposed 
in 1928 to be "standardized (J) prosperity (J)", with (b) Herbert Hoover, 
with Sun 180 Saturn, Sun west and Saturn east, who was inducted into office 
on the high tide of that "glorious (J) prosperity (J)," and whose administra-
tion closed with sweeping Saturn-Saturn repudiation (S) of his onerous(S) 
half-measures (180) for meeting the depression (S). 

Consider, too, the ex-Kaiser and Nicholas II, both with Sun 180 Saturn, 
who from Royal (J) pomp (J) descended (180) respectively to quiet (S) soli-
tude (S) and tragic (S) death (S). 

N.B. - It seems almost needless to here again remind you that the exact  
meanings of all aspects are in each case, and in each arm thereof, qualified  
by the word-natures of the two planets forming the aspect; but the foregoing 
explanations and examples suffice to make it clear that in the heavens, as 
upon the earth, truly "East is east and west is west, and never the twain 
shall meet". For this reason the truth about the aspects is an integral part 
of THE ASTROLOGICAL DICTIONARY. 
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To read your horoscope study carefully these instructions. 

(1) In THE ASTROLOGICAL DICTIONARY you are given lists of words,defining 
the different influences of the sun, moon and planets. Study first the fore-
word thereto; for at times your problems will involve a word not found in the 
lists. 	In such case refer to your Webster, weigh well the exact meaning of 
the word and compare it with simpler words given in the lists. You will thus 
often be able to associate the new word with the proper planet. For example: 
Suppose the word accede was not given. When it is used in the sense "to 
agree" you would know it is ruled by Venus because you find agree under Venus. 
When accede is used in a subordinate sense as "to attain to" something, such 
as a position of honor (Jupiter) or unique power (Uranus), you would also 
associate accede with one or other of these planets, because the accession 
(Venus) is then "taken for granted" and merely incidental to the thing acced-
ed to. In such case it might appear that accede is ruled by Jupiter or Uran-
us; but an astrological lexicographer must in truth place this word in the 
Venus list and qualify it by bracketing after it the abbreviations of the 
planets ruling the words most commonly associated with it as things acceded 
to. As a reminder of this word accession is listed under Jupiter and follow-
ed by (V) to show dominant reference to Venus. 

Remember that many words are compounds of two or more planets. As ex-
amples: The word  uphold is listed under Neptune as "Uphold(S)", because und- 
er Neptune you find a.  and under Saturn you find hold. 	It is so listed in 
the sense of support (Neptune) rather than prop (Saturn). 	But in the sense 
that uphold means "bear (Saturn) up (Neptune)" it could also be listed under 
Saturn as "UPHOLD (N)". But note that such a reversal in the order of citing 
the rulers of the word shows the word uphold is not good English when we mean 
"bear up", and hence the word is listed under Neptune and qualified by Saturn 
rather than the other way about. 	In contrast a hold-up is properly listed 
under Saturn as "Hold-up (S)" when the word is associated with a robbery, or 
when it means a tie-up of affairs involving a delay (Saturn) until some fu-
ture (Neptune) time (Saturn); as it is the delay (S) that is here stressed 
and not the "up" (N) nor the "future" (N). Thus to know planets you must know 
words. Therefore augment your insight cf the Astrological Dictionary by 
studying your Webster. 

(2) Under THE ASPECTS are given explanations and exopples of the differ-
ent meanings of the 13 angular aspects that make up the 24 (15 degree) hour-
angles of the circle or horoscope. Thus in the half-circle there are 12 
angles of 15 degrees and multiples thereof, and the conjunction. makes one 
more. The other 11 angles or aspects of the other half of the circle are 
conversely the same angles as the first 11. 

When, at the time of your birth, any two planets form any of the 13 as-
pects they have a long series of definite influences and meanings relative to 
your character, tastes, abilities and circumstances. 	The purpose of word- 
coding the planets and aspects, as herein given, is to enable YOU to read  
your own horoscope without spending years studying astrology; thus giving you 
the direct self-use of my thirty years of research. A few minutes of concen-
tration an evening and you will soon find that reading your own horoscope is 
not only more fascinating and mentally stimulating than solving a cross-word 
or jig-saw puzzle, but will repay you in endless accurate information about 
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yourself in both important and trivial matters. For bear in mind that the 
words given to each planet are not assumed meanings, as in a game, but rather 
their actual influence on life. 

(3) IN ASPECTARIAN NO. 3, beneath the zodiacal chart furnished herewith, 
are given (or left to be filled in by students who do not order the horoscope 
and aspectarian filled in for them) the aspects, or angular relations, of the 
sun, moon and planets as seen from the earth on the date of your birth. These 
aspects are given in degrees in the oblongs opposite and under each planet. 
Horoscopes differ; you may have several aspects of some planets and none of 
others. Hence some spaces are left blank. Memorize the planetary abbrevia-
tions given in the second vertical column of the aspectarian; as Su, for Sun, 
Mo for Moon, Me for Mercury, V for Venus, and so on; as you will need to know 
them in scanning The Astrological Dictionary and interpreting aspects accord-
ing to their tone and subtone planets as exampled and explained on pages 25 
to 33. 

N.B, In the aspectarians the aspects are given as though they were all 
exactly some multiple of 15 degrees apart. This is for the sake of simplic-
ity in the interest of non-students. In reality the planets at birth are al-
most always more or less than in exact aspect. Students will take this into 
account; as the nearer exact the aspect the higher percentage is its influ-
ence on ones life, the more nearly constant will be its influence and the 
less time transpires in bringing about its indicated conditions. Moreover, 
in order to furnish non-students a chart and aspectarian with the dictionary 
at so low a cost it is necessary to forego computing the planets places near-
er than in even degrees. But as all aspects have some influence even when 
they deviate as much as 3 to 5 degrees from the exact 15, 30, 45, 60, etc., 
only the intensity, and not the word-coding, is sacrificed to simplicity by 
listing each aspect in the aspectarian as though it were exact. 

In the oblongs of the aspectarian, above each designated aspect or angle 
is (or to be) cited which planet is east (E) and which west (W). 	From this 
and reference to aspects A and B on page 25 you are to apply the words of the 
tone and subtone planets to the words of the planets forming the aspect. See 
THE ASPECTS, and example 2 on page 38. 

SUMMARY 

Refer to THE ASTROLOGICAL DICTIONARY for words of both planets forming 
the aspect, and to the words connoting the tone and subtone planet of each 
arm (end) of the aspect, noting which planet is east and whish is west as per 
aspectarian. Combine these words Nthodically into interpretative phrases, 
treating each aspect separately as a phase of your life. 

EXAMPLES IN READING A HOROSCOPE 

An example or two will do more to clarify the correct application of THE 
ASTROLOGICAL DICTIONARY and THE ASPECTS to your horoscope than would a ream 
of further abstract instructions. Do not slight these examples through undue  
emrriess-toatoraczat 2Irhoroscoe. Master them and then analyze meth-
odically your listed aspects in Aspectarian No. 3, Give yourself time to dev-
elop your analytic and synthetic faculties, and any initial mental confubion 
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will pass. First seek in the aspects and words the cause or explanation of 
characteristics or events in your past. Thereby you will test your growing 
ability to estimate as yet unmanifested forces in your life. Any other course 
is likely to result in partial failure in utilizing the unlimited vistas of 
this system of delineation. 

EXAMPLE 1. 

AspectariamNo.1, next page, lists the planetary aspects at the birth 
of ex-Emperor William II, of Germany, born January 27th, 1859. 	To aid the 
beginner we will adhere to simplicity in this example. 

Sun 120 Jupiter. In the Sun list you will find the word ambition (J). 
Under Jupiter the second word is abundance. Under 120 you find striving. 
Combining these three words you learn he would be "ambitious in striving for 
abundance." Add the Jupiter word fortune and the Sun-Jupiter word glory.  and 
expand the interpretation to "...abundance of fortune and glory." And so on 
Use for this aspect the better words of the Sun and Jupiter because 120 is an 
A aspect, as per third paragraph page 25. 

Sun 180 Saturn. As a B aspect the 180 means opposition, conflict, and 
need of balance. Under the Sun find the first "bad" word is arrogant. The 
first dubious Saturn word is aback, and under D you find down. Hence through 
some great conflict destroying the balance of things his arrogance would be 
taken aback or down. Further, under Saturn you find later,frustrate, humili-
ation and defeat. From this you deduce that his ambition7Sun) for great 
good (Jupi-170fhrtune (Jupiter), due to Sun 120 Jupiter, would later be 
frustrated and meet humiliating defeat. To all this add the Sun words life 
and emperor and the Saturn words death, hymn, hate and solitude. The aspect 
now reads: 	"A great conflict (180) during his life (Sun), involving death 
(Saturn) and a hymn (Saturn) of hate (Saturn), would lead not only to hUmili-
ating (Saturn)defeat (Saturn) of his ambitions (Sun), but to a life (Sun) of 
solitude (Saturn) for the emperor (Sun). Later you would learn that because 
his Sun was slightly east of an exact opposition to Saturn, the Sun would 
take a Jupiter tone and subtone; thus indicating for the Self (Sun)great. 
(Jupiter) honors (Jupiter) before his Saturn defeat. 

Sun 45 Neptune. Here combine the Sun word ego with the Neptune words 
inflation and abdication, and view them in the half-square sense of the 45 as-
pect. You now see the emperor (Sun) would one time suffer from an inflated 
(Neptune) ego (Sun) and that this would contribute to abdication (Neptune) 
during his life (Sun). In the further examples we will use the abbreviations 
of the planets forming the interpretative phrases. 

Mercury 75 Mars and 135 Uranus. Under Mercury find mind and opinion. 
Under Mars find war, aggressiveness, military, conquest, Under Uranus find 
wilful, dictator, upstart, seek, autocrat, power, demigod. 	From this you 
learn that he would turn his mind (Me) to military (M) dictatorship (U), and 
that the opinion (Me) would one time grow that he was a wilful (U) upstart 
(U) seeking (U) through war (M) conquest (M) the autocratic (U) power (U) of 
a demigod (U). Here again you see how two or more planets combine their in-
fluences when they are in mutual crystalline angles with each other. 
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Planets 
ea: 
Ab. Su Mo Me V M J S U N P 

Sun Su 
Su-E 
V -W 
q5  
-E 
-W 
30 

M-E 
Su- W 

N5  
M - E 
Mo- W 
	;.20 

M -E 
Me- W 
75 

J-ESu-E 
Su- W 
120 
Mo- E 
J - W 
165 
J- E 
Me- N 
150 
J-EV- 
V-W
165 

S -W 
180 
Mo-E 
S -W 
105 

E 
S- W 
135 

Mo-E 
U -W 
180 
U -E 
Me-W 
135 

N -E 
Su- W 

N- 
V - W 
90 

11 5________94_ 

P- E 
Su- W 

Moon Mo 
Me -EV 
Mo- W'Mo
45 

Mercury me  

Venus V 
M -E 
V -W 
90 

Mars M 
J-ES-E 
M -WM-W 
75 	135 

U -E 
M-W 
60 

M -E 
N -W 
0 

Jupiter j 
S - E 
J - W 
60 

J - 
N - W 
75 

Saturn S 
S -E 
N - 
135 

S- E 
P - W 
90 

Uranus 

Neptune N 
P - 
N - W 
45 

Pluto 

*Note: E means East, W means West Hence "Me-E" means Mercury is east of 
Moon, and "Mo-W" means Moon is west of Mercury. See pages 25-26 and 34-35. 
**Ab. means its vertical and horizontal columns give abbreviations of the 
planets as used throughout the DICTIONARY and text. 

Mars 0 Neptune. Under Mars war and conquest. 	Under Neptune world, ab- 
dication, exile. 	Under conjunction (0) during. 	Bence "abdication (N) into 
exile (N) during (0) a war (M) for world (N) conquest (M)77717TOleon was 
born with this aspect. 	Substitute the Neptune word banishment for the Nep- 
tune word abdication and the same phrase applies to Napoleon. Combining this 
with Sun 45 Neptune and you see this applied to the Kaiser as emperor (Su). 
In both cases Mars was east of Neptune. Therefore the influence began as war 
(M) and ended in respective abdication and banishment (N), as cited under the 
conjunction on page 28. 

These unfavorable citations, however, in no way deny to him the better 
phases of his character to be read in some of the untouched-upon aspects in 
his horoscope. Try coding them yourself. 
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Planets Ab.1  Su Mo Me V M J S U N P 

Sun Su 
Me -E 
Su -W 
15 

V - E 
Su- W 
45 

Su- E 
M - W 
120 

J - E 
Su- h 
30 

Su -E 
U 	-W 
105 

Su -E 
N - W 
75 

Moon Mo 
Su-E 
Mo-W 
30 

Me -E 
Mo- W 
45 

V - E 
Mo- W 
75 

Mo- E 
M - W 
90 

J - E 
Mo- h 
60 

Mo -E 
U 	-W 

1 	75 

Mo-
N - 
45 

Mercury Me 
V - E 
Me- W 
30 

Me -T 
M 	-W 
135 

J - ]0 
Me- 1 
15 

Me -E 
U 	-W 
120 

Me-
N - 
90 , 

Venus V 
V -E 
M -W 
165 15 

V-EV-EV-E 
J- hS-WU-W 

120 	150 

V- E 
N- W 
120 , 

Mars M 
J - E 
M - W 
150 

U -E 
M-W 
15 

N- E 
M-W 
45 

Jupiter J 
J -E 
U-W 
135 

J- E 
N-h 
105 

Saturn S 
N -E 	P- E 
S -W 	S- W 
0 	105  

Uranus U 
N - E 
U - h 
30 

Neptune N 

Pluto P 

EXAMPLE 2. 

As another example refer to Aspectarian No. 2, which gives the planetary 
aspects for the date of Abraham Lincoln's birth, February 12th, 1809. 

Note carefully in this more detailed example that the tone and subtone 
planets of both arms of the aspects are touched upon in the interpretation. 
The Aspectarian is so marked; as Sun 105 Uranus, Su-E, U--W. 

Sun 120 Mars. This aspect brought out in the Self (Su) the positive (an 
A aspect) qualities of Mars such as indicated by its words brawn, courage, 
conqueror, defender, executive, heroism, victory, wrestler, etc, It indicat-
ed a central (Su) figure in/war (M), but the aspect being 120, as compared 
with the Kaiser's Sun 45 Mars, the former strove (120) on to victory (M), 
whereas the latter's war (N) compaign failed as but "half right" (45) from 
its beginning. Lincoln's Sun 120 Mars expressed a courageous (M) spirit (Su) 
in independence (U) of opinion (Me) throughout the vigorous (M) debates (Me) 
that marked his political career; thus exampling the tone and subtone planets 
of both arms of the aspect. 
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Sun 105 Uranus. Here we see his Self (Su relations to the rebellion (U) 

and that the indicated war (Su 120 M) would be one arising out of rebellion. 
Uranus holding the west arm of the aspect gave it a Uranus-Venus tone, show-
ing the revolutionists (U) were eventually compelled (U) to yield (V). The 
Sun holding the east arm took a Mars-Pluto tone,showing Lincoln's wisdom (Su) 
throughout the seditious (P) conflict (M). It also showed his life (Su) lost 
(P) through becoming the sudden (U) victim (P) of a criminal (P) attack (M) 
and murder (M,P). 

Sun 45 Venus. Notice this is a "bad" or negative (B) aspect for peace 
(V) of soul (Su). For all his wisdom (Su) he probably never felt (V) more 
than half-right (45) in spirit (Su) during the struggle for peace (V). But 
Venus holding the east end of the aspect added the gentle (V), forgiving (V) 
and ennobling (J) qualities that so endeared (V) him to all lovers (V) of the 
right (J). The Sun holding the west arm took on the tone of Pluto and subtone 
of Uranus, showing he would be the central (Su) figure during a most wasteful 
(P) rebellion (U) in which he viewed both sides as but half (45) right. 

Moon 90 Mars. Here note that while Sun 120 Mars was a good (120, or A) 
aspect, guarding (M) his life (Su) in the daytime(Su), the Moon 90 Mars show-
ed this precipitous (90) aspect threatened murder (M) at an evening (Mo) show 
(Mo). 	Mars in the west end of the aspect gave it a Neptune-Mars tone; hence 
the attack (M) on Lincoln was not aimed at him as a man, but as a high (M) 
public (N) executive (M) - as Predident (See president under Neptune quali-
fied by Mars). The Moon holding the east arm gave it a Mars-Neptune tone, 
showing the scene (Mo) of the attack (M wasthe president's (N,M) box (M) at 
the show (Mo), and that the shooting (M) would be from a public (N) stage (M) 
by a public (N) actor (M). Note here that the word assume is listed under 
Neptune, and the word Earl (as "part of") is listed under Mars. A stage is a 
place where one assumes a wart and an actor one who assumes a part; hence 
their relation to the east aim of the 90 aspect. Do not, however, assume you 
will be a professional actor because you have 90 degree aspects, as that is 
but one meaning of hundreds you will learn by combining other Mars and Nep-
tune words. Actual vocation is not the product of one aspect, but the sum of 
training (Mercury), tastes (Venus) and so on. 	It is often the summation of 
all ones aspects 	 

Jupiter 135 Uranus. Here Jupiter being easttakes the tone of Jupiter 
and Venus. Uranus being west takes the tone of Uranus and Pluto. Hence 
Lincoln's greatness (J), goodness (J), nobility (J) and justice (J) consti-
tuted a "grand (J) jury (V)" in behalf of "social (V) justice (J)", sitting 
on the case of the revolutionists (U) who in turn represented "wasted (P) in-
itiative (U)" and a "lost (P) cause (U)". The quotes will be found listed as 
examples in the 135 aspect on page 32. Combine other tone-planet words and 
extend the meaning. 

Mars 150 Jupiter. Here Jupiter is east, taking the tones of Jupiter and 
Mars. 	It thus stands for nobility and justice (J) throughout a war• (M) for 
the right (J). But Mars was west, taking a Saturn and Neptune tone, showing 
how the war (M) would affect national (NS) credit (N), crush (S) hopes (N), 
related to the North (S) and South (N), the whites (N) and the blacks (S),and 
bring wholesale (N) depression (S) particularly affecting the wealth (J) of 
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the aristocratic (J) leisure (V) classes of the east arm of the aspect. Tem-
porarily the results of the war were "bad", but ultimately "good". Hence the 
importance of considering each end of the aspects on their respective merits 
according to their tone and subtone planetary natures, instead of loosely 
classifying aspects into'good and bdd.groups such as A and B,.page 25. 

Jupiter 105 Neptune and Saturn. Here Jupiter is east and stands for 
justice (J) and right (J) amidst the wastage (P) of war (M). Neptune and Sat-
urn are west and take a Uranus and Venus tone, showing the South (N) of his 
time (S) was obsessed (N) with a penchant (V) for independence (U) and free-
dom (U), while the North (S) held (S) for unity (S) while advccating individ- 
ual (U) equality (V) for whites (N) and blacks (S). 	Through the east end of 
the aspect, held by Jupiter, the South (N) was concerned (V) in retaining (S) 
its wealth (J) and leisure (V) acquired(J) under slavery (S), and was "pleas-
ed (V) to secede (U)" from the North (S) to uphold (NS) its rights (J) as it 
saw them at that time (S), though resulting in futile (P) struggle M. 

Saturn 0 Neptune. This indicated unity (S) of the North (S) and South 
(N) would be upheld (NS). But as the aspect was not exact, Saturn being west 
showed the North (S) in the end lost (P) nothing (P); and Neptune being east, 
the South (N) learned (Me) its lesson (Me). Here review what was said of the 
conjunction (0) on page 28. 

Space will not admit of further citations of Lincoln's aspects; but you 
are advised to attempt to analyze them in the light of history and thus prove 
your ability to combine the dictionary words in an orderly manner as the pla-
nets forming the aspects and the tone and subtone of each end of the aspects 
will dictate in the light of these examples. The significant words in these 
examples are underscored in the dictionary to facilitate your check-up. Go 
over all the cited aspects, using other allowable words, as this will best 
show you the unlimited range of this interpretative method. It will show you 
how much more there is to be learned of your horoscope than any astrologer 
can possibly cover in reading it for you. 

At first, you may make up some interpretative phrases that do not apply 
to you. Try changing a planetary word here and there for another given under 
the same planet and you will then find it fits you perfectly. Remember also 
that all your life has not yet been lived, and that many deduced character-
istics, events or circumstances that do not seem to apply to you may do so at 
some future time when your progressed horoscope "brings them out." Each time 
you go over your aspects and recombine their planetary words, as exampled, 
you will learn just that much more about yourself. 

Students of astrology may, of course, set up horoscopes for the time of 
eclipses, lunations, and even current daily transits, and read national or 
world affairs in exactly the same way. 	In this branch of their studies they 
will find the author's texts,"THE EARTH IN THE HEAVENS" and "THE STARS, WHERE 
AND HOW THEY INFLUENCE", a great aid in locating the geographic centers where 
eclipses, lunations and transits have particular effect. 

Difficult, say you? Perseverance and concentration is the price of both 
knowledge and reward. It is up to YOU. 

L. EDW. JOHNDRO 
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